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Appeals from orders of Administrative Law Judge Robert G. Holt gtanting
the Bureau of Land Management summary judgment in consolidated appeals flom
final grazing decisions of the Field I\{anager, Owyhee Field Offrce, BLM, renewing
l0'year grazing permits with revised terms and conditions.
ID'BD'3000-2013-006, et al.

Affirmed.

Administrative Procedure: Administrative Law Judgesi
Administrative Procedure: Burden of Proof

In determining whether to grant or deny a motion for summary
judgment, an administrative law judge must decide whether
there are any issues of material fact in dispute and if the party
moving for summary judgment is entitled to judgment as a
matter of law. When a patty appeals an ALJ's order on
summary judgment to the Boald, the party's burden is to show a

disputed issue of material fact or an error of law in the AIJ's
order.

2. National Environmental Policy Act of 1969

When BLl\{ conducts an environmental assessment, it must
include a brief discussion of appropriate alternatives to its
propo.sed action. The identification of appropriate alternatives
is informecl by BLM's stated purpose and need fot its proposed

action. We review both BLM's definition of the purpose of the
project and its identification of alternatives under a "rule of
reason'n: if BLM's purpose is reasonable, we will uphold an
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identification of alternatives that is reasonable in light of that
pul.pose.

3. National Environrnental Policv Act of 1969

When BLM decides to proceed with a proposed action after'
completion of an EA and a finding of no significant impact, its
record must demonstrate that it considered all lelevant matters
of environmental concern, took il "hard look" at potential
environmental impacts, and made a convincing case that no
significant impact will result or that any such impact will be
reduced to insignifrcance by the adoption of appropliate
mitigation rneasures. We will find that BLM took a "hard look"
when it conducted a thorough environmental analysis befole
concluding that no significant environmental impact exists, and
its documentation of that analysis shows the bureau's
thoughtful and probing reflection of the possible impacts of its
proposed action.

Grazing Permits and Licenses: Adjudicationi
Grazing Permits and Licenses: Appealsi
Taylor Grazing Act

Under the Department of the Interior"s regulations, an ALJ and
this Board may not set aside a BLM grazing decision if it is
reasonable and replesents substantial compliance with BLI\t['s
regulations. The Board may leverse a BLl\{ grazing decision
only if it is not supportable on an1 rational basis. The burden is
on the appellant to show that BLI\{'s decision is not reasonable
or that it violates BLM's regulations.

Federal Land Polic5' and Management Act of 1976
Grazing Leases and Permits

BLM's grazing regulations mandate that livestock grazing
management actions must be in conformance with the governing
Iand use plan. A management action is in conformance with a
land use plan if it is specifically provided for in the plan, or if not
specifically mentioned, is clearly consistent with the terms,
conditions, and decisions of the approved plan. An appellant
contending that a management action is inconsistent with a
governing land use plan must show ell'or in BLI\{'s
determination that its action complies with the ter.ms of the land
use plan.

i)
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APPEARANCES: W. Alan Schroeder, Esq., and Br:ian D. Sheldon, Esq., Boise,
Idaho, for 06 Livestock Company, et al.i Albert P. Barker, Esq., and Paul L.
Arrington, Esq., Boise, Idaho, for Idaho Cattle Association, et al.i Robert B. Firpo,
Esq., Anne Corcor:an Briggs, Esq., and Scott W. Hulbert, Esq., Office of the Field
Solicitor, U.S. Department of the Interior, Boise, Idaho, for the Bureau of Land
Management.

OPIMON BY ADN{INISTRATIVE JUDGE IDZIOREK

Grazing permittees 06 Livestock Company, Dennis Stanford, and Teo and
Sarah Maestrejuan (Permittees), and the Idaho Cattle Association, Public Lands
Council, Owyhee Cattlemen's Association, and National Cattlemen's Beef
Association (Associations) appeal two orders issued by Administrative Law Judge
6LJ) Rober:t G. Holt. ALJ Holt reyiewed three decisions issued by BLM's Owyhee
Field Office in Idaho, which renewed the Permittees' gtazing permits for 10 years

with modified terms and conditions. In the orders on appeal, ALJ Holt granted
BLM's motions for summary juclgment, denied the Permittees' and Associations'
motions for summary judgment, and dismissed the appeals.

SUI\{MARY

When a party appeals an ALJ's order on summary judgment to the Board,
the party's burden is to identifu a disputed issue of material fact or show an error of
law in the AIJ's order. In this case, the appellants allege the existence of d.isputed
issues of material fact making summary judgment inappropriate and requiring a

hearing. The appellants also allege errors of fact and errors of law under the
National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPO,! the Taylor Grazing Act
(TGA),g and the Federal Land Policy and Management Act of 19?6 (FLPMA).3

The appellants argue errors of material fact with respect to BLM's
determination that the Castlehead'Lambert and the Swisher Springs Allotments do

not meet several of the Idaho Standards for Rangeland Health and Guidelines for
Livestock Grazing Management (Idaho S&Gs). Specifically, the appellants allege

that there are disputed issues of material fact with respect to whether grazing is a

significant factor in failing to meet one of the standards, whether the Allotments
are meeting, or making significant progress in meeting, several other standards,
and whether BLM's analysis of one of the standards is a permissible application of
Idaho's water.quality standards. But in each instance, the appellants have not

r 42 U.S.C. SS 4321'4370m'12 (ZOrZ)
2 43 u.s.c. ss 315'31sr (zorz).
3 43 U.S.C. S$ 1701'1787 00lil,
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shown either the existence of a dispute that was not aclequately explained by BLN{
and the ALJ or that any disputed fact might alter the outcome of the proceedings.
Because we find no disputecl issue of rnaterial fact, we conclude that the ALJ
properly adjudicated the case or the basis of the parties' motions for summary
judgrnent.

The appellants assert that BLNI violated NEPA by not analyzing a
reasonable range of altelnatives and not taking a harcl look at the impacts of its
decision on socioeconomics and wildfire rnarlagement. In an environmental
assessrnent (EA), BLM must include a blief discussion of appropriate alternatives
that is reasonable in light of the purpose of the proposed action. The purpose of
BLN{'s action in this case is to provide for iivestock grazing opportunities on public
lands where consistent with meeting management objectives, including the Idaho
S&Gs. The appellants did not show that implementation of range improvements or
targeted grazing will accomplish the intended purpose of the action, ancl they did
not show err-ot in the ALJ's decision that BLi\{ considered a reasonable range of
alternatives under NEPA.

When BLM decides to proceed with a proposed action after completion of an
EA, its lecord rnust demonstlate that it considered all relevant rnatters of
environmental concern, took a "hard look" at potential envilonmental impacts, and
made a convincing case that no significant impact will lesult. BLM examined the
social and economic effects of each alternative on each allotment and not only
acknowledged, but attempted to quantify, possible detrimental effects. Also, BLM
examined the connection between grazing and wildfires in several parts of its EA
and explained the limitations on its analysis due to the variables involved in
wildfire management and the purpose of the proposed action to renew grazing
permits. Based on BLl\{'s reasoned analysis, we find that the appellants have not
shown erlor in the ALJ's conclusion that BLNI took a hard look at the effects of
reduced grazing on socioeconomics and wilclfir'e rnanagement. The appellants'
argument that BLM's analysis is insufficient amounts only to a difference of
opinion, which does not show error by BLNI or the ALJ.

The appellants argue that BLI\{ violated the TGA and implementing
regulations by failing to consider range implovements as "appropriate action" under
the regulations, by failing to take action only on the pastures within the Aliotments
where Idaho S&Gs wete not met, and by failing to transfer the decrease in active'
use Animal Unit Months (AUN{s) to suspended AUMs. First, because neither
BLM's regulations nor the Idaho S&Gs direct BLM to consider implementing range
improvements in every case, BLI\'I was not required to consider range improvements
as appt'opriate action on the Allotments. Second, although BLNI assessed the public
lands on the Allotments on a pasture'specific level, the regulations do not require
pasture-specific managementi instead, BLl\{ may manage on an allotment leve}.
Third, the appellants have not shown that BLIVI's decision not to transfer the
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decrease in AUMs to suspended AUMs violates BLM's regulations, and they have
not shown that BLM's refusal to suspend the AUMs fails to safeguard their grazing
privileges under the TGA. The appellants have not shown that BLM's decision is
not reasonable or that it violates the TGA or BLM's grazing regulations.

The appellants argue that BLM's decision to reduce grazing violates FLPX,IA
because it is inconsistent with the governing land use plan-the Owyhee Resource
Management Plan (RJvlP)-which the appellants contend requires BLM to
implement range improvements, which could eliminate the need to reduce grazing.
But the RMP does not require BLM to implement range improvements on every
allotment, and BLM has broad discretion to manage glazing, including discretion to
determine when it is appropriate to consider implementing lange improvements.
The appellants also argue that the RMP requires BLM to choose management
aetions specific to individual pastures within an allotment, but we find that
allotment.level management is consistent with the direction given in the Owyhee
RMP. We conclude that the appellants have not shown that BLM's decisions or the
ALJ's Orders are inconsistent with the governing RMP.

Because the appellants have not identifi.ed a disputed issue of material fact or
shown that the ALJ made an error of fact or law, we affrrm the ALJ's Orders
granting summary judgment to BLM and dismissing the appeals.

BACKGROUND

The Allotments and the Existing Grazing Permits

This appeal concerns applications for renewal of three grazing permits:
Teo and Sarah Maestrejuan's permit for the Castlehead-Lambert Allotment,
06 Livestock Company's permit for the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment, and
06 Livestock Company's permit for the Swisher Sptings and Swisher Fenced
Federal Range (FFR) Allotments.

The Castlehead-Lambert Allotment is located approximately 60 miles
southwest of Murphy, Idaho, and contains 45,826 acres of public land, 217 acres of
state land, and 3 acres of private land.'t The Allotment is divided into 6 pastures for
livestock management purposes.s The Maestrejuans and 06 Livestock Company are

{ Owyhee River Group 1 Allotments Livestock Grazing Permit Renewal

Environme ntal Assessme nt No. D OI'BLM'ID' B0 30' 2Ol2' O0].2' EA at 6
(January 2013) (BLM Exhibits (Ex.) Tab 1) (EA'
5 Id.
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the only permittees allowed to graze livestock on public land in the Allotment.G The
terms and conditions of the existing pelmits for the Castlehead'Lambelt Allotment
authorized the Maestrejuans to graze 238 cattle with a total of 1,323 active'use
AUl\{s,i and 06 Livestock Companl' to graze 334 cattle with a total of active-use
1,856 AUI\,Is and 10 horses with a total of 58 active-use AUMs.8 The permits
authorized the Permittees to glaze their cattle frorn April 15 to September 30 and
theil holses from April S to September 30.0 BLM deterrnined that the permits
authorizecl a total of 3,244 active'use AUi\,Is for the Castlehead-Lambert Allotment,
but that in most years, the Permittees used fewer AUN{s than authorized.l0

The Swisher Springs Allotrnent is located adjacent to the Castlehead'
Larnbert Allotment and contains approximately 3,800 acres of public land.rr The
Swishel FFR Allotment is adjacent to the Swisher Springs Allotment and contains
153 acles of public land and 628 acres of private land.r2 The 06 Livestock Company
is the only permittee authorized to graze the public lands in either of the Swisher
Allotments.ri The ter-rns and conditions of the existing permit for the Swisher
Springs Allotment authorized 06 Livestock Company to graze 53 cattle from

6 BLM's Separate Statement of Facts, Castlehead'Lambert Allotment (BLM
Castlehead'Lambert Statement of Facts) at 3.
7 Maestrejuan's Grazing Permit (July 19, 2012) (BLM Ex. Tab 76); Collins Family
LLC (from whom Maestrejuans leceived grazing preference) Grazing Permit
(July 29, 2010) (BLN,I Ex. Tab 108); 43 C.F.R. S 4100.0'5 (ZOof) (defining "Animal
unit month (AUM)" as the amount of forage necessary to sustain one cow or its
equivalent for one month). BL1U amended its grazing regulations in 2006, but the
United States District Court for the District of Idaho enjoined the regulations from
taking effect. ll/e-stern LVater-qheds Project v. I{raal'enbtink,538 F. Supp. 2d
1302 (D. Idaho 2008), affd in relevant patt. vacated in pat't and temanded,632F-Bd
472 $th Cir. 2011). All citations to the grazing regulations, unless otherwise noted,
are to the 2005 regulations in effect before the 2006 amendments.
.q 06 Livestock Co. Grazing Pelmit (printed Feb. 13, 1997) (BLM Ex. Tab 109).
e N{aestrejuan's Grazing Permit; 06 Livestock Co. Grazing Permit.
r0 Notice of Field l{anager's Final Decision to I\{aestrejuans, Castlehead'Lambert
Allotment at 7 (A,pr. 5, 2013) (BLI\{ Ex. Tab 8); Notice of Field Manager's Final
Decision to 06 Livestock Company, Castlehead'Lambert Allotment at 7 6pr. 5,
2013) (BLI\{ Ex. Tab 8) (together, C'L Final Decisions)i see, e.g., Castlehead'
Lambert Allotment Update, Actual Use (BLNI Ex. Tab 119) (2011 actual use was
3,020 AUMs).
rr EA at 7.
12 Id.
t:t Bl|\tl's Separate Statement of Facts, Swisher Springs & Swisher FFR Allotments
(BLN{ Srvisher Statement of Facts) at 2,2.
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April 15 to October 31.r{ The permit authorized 348 active'use ALIMs,rs but BLM
determined that actual use was around 300 AUIvIs.lc The terms and conditions of
the existing permit for the Swisher FFR Allotment authorizetl 06 Livestock
Company to gtaze 15 cattle during the month of December, with 15 active'use
AUMs.rT

BLh[ Idaho's Efforts to Renerv Grazing Pennits
Administeted bS, the Owyhee Field Oflice

In 2011, BLIU began an effort to tenerv and analyze grazing perrnits on mot'e
than 80 grazing allotments managed by the Owyhee Pield Office.t8 To streamline
the process, BLM divided the 80 allotments into smaller groups.le The Castlehead'
Lambert, Swisher Springs, Swisher FFR, and Garat Allotrnents formed Group l.2o

To begin the permit renewal pl'ocess, BLiVI asked those permittees who were
interested in continued grazing to submit applications for grazing use.zl The
Permittees submitted their applications for renewal, proposing to increase active'
use AUMs on the Castlehead-Lambert Allotment from 3,244 to a total of 4,278, up
to 760 cattle and 10 horses, and maintain the existing level of grazing at the
Swisher Allotments.22

t4 Grazing Permit (printed Oct. 19, 2006) (SLN{ Ex. Tab ?3).
t6 Id.
16 Notice of Field Manager's Final Decision to 06 Livestock Corupany, Swisher
Allotments at 6 Gpr. 5, 2013) (BLM Ex. Tab 7) (Swisher Final Decision); see, e.g.,
Actual Grazing Use Report, 06 Livestock, Swisher Springs (Feb. 8, 201il (BLIA nx.
Tab 99) (gzg aUV{s used in 2011).
ti Id.
r8 BLM Castlehead'Lambert Statement of Facts at 3i BLM Swisher Statement of
Facts at 3; Letter to Interested Publics, Initiation of External Scoping for Graziug
Permit Renewals (Oct. 17, 2011) (BLM Ex. Tab 74).
lg BLM Castlehead'Lambert Statement of Facts at 3; BLM Swisher Statement of
Facts at 3.
20 BLM Castlehead-Lambert Statement of Facts at 4i BLIVI Swisher Statement of
Facts at 3.
2r Letter to Permittee (May 25,2}ll) GLN{ Ex. Tab 14).
22 Castlehead'Lambert Grazing Allotment, Permittee Proposed Adaptive
Management Concept (Dec. 12,20L1) (gLL,{ Ex. Tab 58) (proposing4,223 cattle and

56 horse active'use AUMs from April l5'september 30); 06 Livestock Co.

Application for Grazing Permit Renewal for Swisher Allotments (June 27,2OIl)
ffiifvf Ex. Tab 8b) (proposing to continue existing grazing levels); .qee Final EA

Appendices E and G (laentifying the terms of these applications as Alternative 2).
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After receiving the renewal applications, BLM began the scoping process for
an EA and completed a rangeland health assessment GH$ process for each
Allotment.2s To conduct the RHAs, BLM reviewed monitoring data and other
infolmation, visited the Allotments, analyzed resource issues, solicited information
from the permittees and public, and convened an interdisciplinary tearn to
detelmine whether the Allotments were meeting the standards set forth in the
Idaho S&Gs, which serve as BLM Idaho's management goals "for the betterment of
the environment, protection of cultural resources, and sustained productivity of the
Iilngg.t'21

Based on its analysis, BLM determined that the Castlehead'Lambert
Allotment was meeting Idaho S&G 1 (Watersheds), but was not meeting Idaho
S&Gs 2 (Riparian & Wetlands), 3 (Stream ChanneUFloodplain), 4 (Native Plant
Communities), 7 (Water Quality), and 8 (Special Status Species - Animals).ze Idaho
S&Gs 5 (Seedings) and 6 (Exotic Plant Communities) do not apply to the
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment.26 BLI\{ determined that the Swisher Springs
Allotment met Idaho S&Gs 1 and 4, but did not meet 2, 3, 7, and 8.2i Again, Idaho
S&Gs 5 and 6 did not apply.28 BLM detelmined that only Idaho S&Gs 1, 4, and 8
applied to the Swisher FFR Allotment, and the Allotment met each of those
standards.2e

BLM issued its scoping package to all Permittees and the interested public in
January 20123(t and issued its draft EA for public comment in September 2012.:rr

23 BLM Castlehead-Lambert Statement of Facts at 4-5i BLM Swisher Statement of
Facts at 4'5.
2 r BLM Castiehead'Lambert Statement of Facts at 5 (quoting Idaho S&Gs at 3
(BLM Ex. Tab f00)); BLM Swisher Statement of Facts at 5 (quoting Idaho S&Gs at
3).
2i, Rangeland Health Assessment and Evaluation Report GHA), Castlehead'
Lambert Allotment 13, 28, 34, 52, 57 , 79 (January 2012) (BLI\{ Ex. Tab 105).
2$ Id. at 53'55.
2i RHA, Swisher Allotments 11, 15, L7,29,3-o, 43 (January 20lD (gLNl Ex. Tab
13),
28 Id. at 32, 33.
2s Id. at 72, 15, L'7,31, 32, 33, 36, 44.
;to fr{6ffss of Availability of Scoping Package (Jan. 27,2072) (BLM Ex. Tab 21);
Scoping Package (BLM Ex. Tab 22).
3r BLIVI Castlehead'Lambert Statement of Facts at 16, 18; BLI\{ Swisher. Statement
of Facts at 8, lli Owyhee Field Office Priority Owyhee River Allotments Grazing
Permit Renewal, EA No. DOI'BLI{'ID'B030'zot2'00L2-EA (BLM Ex. Tab 104)
(Draft EA).
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BLM analyzecl frve alternatives in the draft EA: (1) no action, which would
maintain the current glazing levelsi (Z) the Permittees'proposed grazing levelsi
(3) a performance'based alternative, which would add performance'based terms and.
conditions (fol example, vegetation heights to be maintained in sage'grouse habitat)
to the existing authorizationsi (4) a season-based alternative, which would identifr
seasons of use for each pasture and eliminate 1,L43 active'use AUMs in the
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment ancl 122 active'use AUNIs in the Swisher Springs
Allotmenti and (5) a no'grazing alternative.32 After reviewing public comments,
BLM issued the final EA in January 2013. In the final EA, BLM analyzed the same
five alternatives in detail for each Allotment and considered additional alternatives
that it did not analyze in detail.rs BLIVI issued proposed decisions to each Permittee
on Janualy 28, 2013, in which it explainetl its proposed selection of Alternative 4,

the season-based alternative.rl l

BLM received several protests ofthe proposed decisions, including protests
from the Permittees, who argued against reducing grazing on the Castlehead'
Lambert and Swisher Splings Allotrnents.s, The Permittees specifically protested
BLM's selection of Alternative 4 and the associated terms and conditions.sG The
Permittees also protested BLiVI's decision not to consider range impruvement
projects and BLM's failure to disclose significant economic impacts to the
Permittees fr'om implementation of Alternative 4,:17 06 Livestock Compauy did not
protest any aspect of BLM's decision with respect to the Swisher FFR Allotment.ss

.12 Draft EA at Ll'18, 23'37,48'58.
33 EA at L2'25.
:r'r N[6figs of Field Manager's Proposed Decision (Jan. 28, 2013) (BLM Ex. Tabs 5
and 6).
#t $e!s06 Livestock Co. Protest for Swisher Allotments (Feb. 21, 2013) (BLM Ex.
Tab 45); 06 Livestock Co. Protest for Castlehead'Lambert Allotment (Feb. 21, 2013)
(BLM Ex. Tab 63); Maestrejuans Protest for Castlehead'Lambert Allotment
(Feb. 21, 2013) (BI-,NI Ex. Tab 80),
36 06 Livestock Co. Protest for Swisher Allotments at 2; 06 Livestock Co. Protest for
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment at 2i Maestrejuans Protest for Castlehead-Lambert
Allotment at 2.
3i 06 Livestock Co. Protest for Swisher Allotments at Z, 3; 06 Livestock Co. Protest
for Castlehead'Lambert Allotment at 3, 4i Maestrejuans Protest for Castlehead'
Lambert Allotment at 3, 4.

'ls 06 Livestock Co. Protest for Swisher Allotments at 1.
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Blllt['s Decisions to Renew the Pet'mit.q under the Ternts of the
Se a son' Ba sed AI tent a ti ve

On April 5, 2013, BLM issued the final decisions for the Castlehead'Lambert
and Swisher Allotments.se In the final decisions, BLM selected Alternative 4, the
season'based alternative, for implementation.ro The final clecisions for the
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment (one fi.nal decision fol each permittee) reduced the
number of cattle that could be grazed from 572 to 368, reduced AUMs from 3,244
active'use AUMs to 2,101 active'use AUMs, and made sea-oonal adjustments to the
grazing schedule to rotate use arnong the six pastures.'lt The final decision for the
Swisher Allotments reduced the number of cattle that could be glazed on the
Swishel springs Allotment from 53 to 32, reduced the active'use AUN{s from 348 to
210, and made seasonal adjustments to t.he glazing schedule to rotate use among
the three pastures.i2 The authorization for the Swisher FFR Allotment lemained
the same.{i}

BLIU attached two documents to its decisions. One attachment was a new
Appendix O to the EA in which BLM "extended [its] socioeconomic analysis to the
ranch level, conducting a partial'budgeting analysis of the impact of this decision on

that part of [the permittees'l operation affected by this decision." ' 
t BLM explained

that it developed this analysis in response to information provided in the protests.r'
The second attachment was BLIvI's summary of the protests to its proposed

decisions and BLM's responses to those protests'

Appeals to the ALJ and the AIJ's Orders Granting BLIII Sunnlary, Judgntent

The Permittees ancl the Associations appealed BLN{'s decisions to the
Departmental Cases Hearings Division. The Hearings Division granted BLI!I's
motion to consolidate the appeals of the Castlehead-Lambert Allotment decisions
and the appeals of the Swisher Allotments decision, resulting in a consolidated case

for.each Allotment. In both consoiidated cases, BLM filed motions for summat'y
judgment against the Permittees and the Associations, and the Permittees and the
Associations opposed BLM's motions. In the consolidated Castlehead'Lambert
Allotment case, the Permittees and the Associations each filed a motion for partial

3e C'L Final Decisionsi Swisher Final Decision.
r0 C'L Final Decisions at 13i Swisher Final Decision at 11.
rr C'L Final Decisions at 13'15.
rz Swisher Final Decision at 11'12.
.t:t Id. at 11.
{{ C'L Final Decisions at 231Swisher Final Decision at 20.
{t C'L Final Decisions at 2,23i Swisher Final Decision at 7'2,20
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summal'y judgment, and BLM opposed those motions. In the consolidated Swisher
Allotments case, the Associations filed a motion for partial summary judgment.

Aftel reviewing the record and the pleadings of the parties, ALJ HoIt granted
BLN{'s motions for: summary judgment against all appellants.{6 AIJ Holt reyiewed
the Permittees' assertions of disputed factual issues,aT arguments that BLM
violated the regulations implementing the TGA,'[8 arguments that BLM violated
NEPA and FLPiVIA,'re and the Associations'claims that BLM's decisions amount to
an unconstitutional taking.ao ALJ Holt concluded that, for the Castlehead'Lambert
Allotments, BLM cornplied with all of the requirements of the TGA, NEPA, and
FLPMA, ancl for the Swisher Allotments, "either that BLM has complied" with
those lequirements "or the adverse parties have not proven their claims with
objective evidence."rt Fincling no genuine issue of material fact and that, as a
matter of law, judgment for BLM is applopriate, AIJ Holt gxanted summary
judgment for BLM and denied the Permittees' and the Associations' motions for
summaly judgrnent.

Th e Pe nn i t te e s a a d Gra zin g As soci a ti on s App e a le d
the ALJ's Orders to the Boat'd

The Permittees and the Associations appealed ALJ Holt's Orders from the
Hearings Division to the Board. We consolidated the appeals and granted the
Permittees'petition for a stay of the effect of the Orders.i2

On appeai, the Permittees and the Associations again argue that genuine
issues of material fact exist that should have prevented the ALJ ftom gtanting BLM
summary judgment and that BLI\{ violated the TGA, NEPA, and FLPMA.
Specifically, the appellants argue that the ALJ erred in granting BLM summary
judgment when there are genuine issues of material fact about whether failure to
transfer active-use AUMs to suspended AUMs impaired the permittees' gtazing
preferences and whether BLM appropriately assessed whether the Allotments are

'tG ALJ's Order, Castlehead-Lambert Allotments, ID'BD'3000'2013'004, '005, '007,
'008, '010, '011 (C'L Order) at IiALJ's Order, Swisher Allotments, ID'BD'3000'
2013'006, '009, '012 (Swisher Order) at 1.
{? C'L Order at 9'12i Swisher Order at 9'11.
'r8 C'L Order at 12'18i Swisher Order at 11'18.
'{e C'L Order at 19'29, 29'33; Swisher Orcler at 18'26, 26'30.
50 C'L Order at 33'34; Swisher Order at 30'31.
5r C'L Order at34i Swisher Order at 31.
b2 Order, Motion to Consolidate Grantedi Extension of Time Granted (Oct. 16,

2OL4; Order, Petition for Stay Granted (Mar. 3, 2015).
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meeting certain standards.53 Under NEPA, the appellants argue that BLNI did not
consider a reasonable range of alternatives, including an alternative involving
l.ange improvement projects and an altelnative that uses grazing for wildfir'e
management, and failed to take a hard Iook at the impacts of reducecl glazing on
socioeconomics and wildfrre management.;l Under the TGA, the appcllants argue
that BLM violated its grazing regulations when it failed to consider range
improvements as "appropriate action," failed to use a pasture-specific management
system, and failed to transfer the decrease in active'rrse r\UN{s to suspended
AUMs.;; Finally, under FLPMA, the appellants argue that BLI\I violated the
governing land use plan when it failed to considel', even at a "rninimal level," range
improvement projects.so

PENDING NIOTIONS

The parties filed motions to enlarge the number of pages they were permitted
to submit in the statement of reasons, answer, and reply.irz The Board grants those
motions.ss

DISCUSSION

Burden of Ptoof on Appeal of a Sunma4l'Judgntent Decisiort

[f] t" determining whether to grant or deny'a motion fol summary
judgment, an AIJ must decide whether thele are any issues of material fact
in dispute anct if the party moving for summary judgment is entitlecl to
judgment as a matter of law.5e When a party appeals an ALJ's orclel on

5:| Statement of Reasons by the Permittees and by the Associations (SOR) at 68'73.
it Id. at 30'54.
ti Id. at b4-b7,60-68.
5c Id. at 57'60.
ii Motion to Enlarge the Number of Pages for Statement of Reasons by the
Permittees and by the Associations (Nov. 17 , 20L4); BLNI's lVlotion to Exceed Page
Limitations Regarding its Answer to Appellants' Statement of Reasons (Jan. 20,
2015); Unopposed lVlotion to Enlarge the Number of Pages for Reply by the
Permittees and by the Associations (Feb. 9, 2015).
5s ,See 43 C.F.R. S 4.407 (Motions). 

a5$ Quinex Energl' corp., 
"192 

IBI"A 88, 94 (zorz); see Hanlel, Ranch Pafinetship,
183 IBLA 184. 196 (ZOtg)'('the [ALJ's] task in considering the respective lmotions
for summary judgment] was to review the evidence in the administrative record and
the submissions of each party, giving each the benefit of any reasonable inferences

a) GFS(o&G) 20(2017)
b) GFS(MrSC) 2(2013) r92 IBLA 334
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summary judgment to the Board, the party's burden is to show a disputed
issue of material fact or an error of law in the ALJ's order.G0 So in this case,
the Board mtrst determine whether the appellants have shown the existence
of a disputed issue of fact that might alter the outcome of the proceedings or
an error of law in the ALJ's decision.Gl

In a grazing appeal, if the AIJ determines that the permittees have
identified a disputed issue of material fact, then the permittees would be entitled to
a healing before the ALJ under the TGA.62 We first examine whether the
appellants have demonstrated the existence of a disputed issue of material fact.

The Appellants Have Not ldentified a Disputed Issue ofMateial Fact
Wan'anting a Heaing

The appellants argue that AIJ Holt erred in glanting BLM summary
judgment because there are genuine issues of mater{al fact about the validity of
BLM's RHAs and determinations.Gs The appellants assert issues of material fact
with respect to BLM's determination that the Allotments do not meet Idaho S&Gs 2
(Riparian Areas and Wetlands), 3 (Stream ChanneUFloodplaid, 4 (Native Plant
Communities), ? (Water Quality), and 8 (Threatened and Endangered Plants ancl
Animals).6't

1. There Is No Issue of Material Fact Regarding Whether Grazing Is a
Significant Factor in Failing to Meet Idaho S&G 4

The appellants assert that the AIJ erred by upholding BLM's decision to
reduce glazing when BLM admitted that current livestoek levels and management
practices were not a significant factor in the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment's
failure to meet Idaho S&G 4 (Native Plant Communities).ei, The appellants argue
that, "[i]f BLI,I concltrdes that current grazing leve1s are not the cause of failing to

to be drawn from such evidence, to reach conclusions about whether the specifrc
facts enumerated by each were genuine, material, and undisputed'").
eo Quinex Energy Cotp.,lg2 IBLA at 93i Ii. John aad M.IVIafiha Couigan u, BLM,
190 IBLA 371, 380 (ZO1Z)'; Pete Stamatakisv. BLM, 115 IBLA 69,74 (fggO)l
6t Pete Stamatakis,llS IBLA at74.
62 43 U.S.C. S 315h QOLD.
63 SOR at 68.
64 Id. at 69'73.
G"o Id. at 69-70.

c) GFS(MISC) 1e(2017)

d) GFS(MISC) 47(leeo) 192IBr"A 335
GFS(MISC) 7(2018)
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meet a particular Standard, then BLM cannot conclude that reducing grazing levels
is the appropliate 'effect' to ensure that Standards and Guidelines ale met."(i6

The appellants clo not identify a disputecl issue of factl instead, they argue in
effect that, based on an undisputed fact, BLN'I was not legally permittecl to reduce
grazing on the Allotrnent based on this stanclarcl. The appellants are correct that in
its RHA determination for the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment, BLM concludes that
the Allotment is not rneeting Standard 4 and "[l]ivestock grazing management
practices are not significant factors."6; But the finding that glazing is not a
significant factor in failing to meet the standard does not prevent BLI\{ from
reclucing permitted grazing. BLM identified glazing as a significant factor in the
Allotment's failure to meet foul other standards and guidelines, so under BLM's
grazing regulations, BLIVI was lequired to adjust grazing levels.08 Cousequently,
not only have the appellants not identified a disputed issue of material fact, they
have also not identifred a legal erlol in the ALJ's finding with respect to
Idaho S&G 4.

2. There Is No Issue of Nlaterial Fact Regalding Whether the Allotments are
Meeting or Making Significant Progless in I\{eeting Idaho S&Gs 2,3,7, and 8

$$ Id. at 70.
67 EA App. I at 9.
t;8 Id. at 19 (detelmining that grazing management practices are significant factors
in not meeting Idaho s&Gs 2, 3, 7 , and 8); 43 C.F.R. SS 4110.3-2(b) (SLN,I "shall
reduce permitted grazing use" when it is not consistent with rangeland health
standards), 4180.2(c) (BLN{ "shall take appropriate action" when grazing is a
significant factor in failing to achieve rangeland health standards); Answer to
Appellants' Statement of Reasons (Answer) at 57 (because grazing was a significant
factor in not meeting four other standards, "BLIVI's selection of Alternative 4 and its
corresponding reduction in grazing levels is still lvell suppor.ted").
6e SOR atTO'71.
i0 Id.

192 IBLA 336

The appellants argue that they have raised a clisputed issue of material fact
about the validity of the data BLM used to support its finding that the Allotments
are not meeting, or making significant progress in meeting, Idaho S&Gs 2 (Riparian
Aleas and Wetlands); 3 (Stream Channel/Floodplain); 7 (Water Quality); and 8
(Threatened and Endangered Plants and Anirnals).0c

The appellants first contend that ALJ Holt erred by not "not[ingl that the
Appellants described how BLM's own lproper functioning condition (PFC)] data
contradicts its rangeland health deterrnination" with respect to Standards 2 and 3.70
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In the rangeland health determinations, BLM concluded that neithei'the
Castlehead'Lambert nor the Swisher Springs Allotment was meeting Standards 2
and 3 and that grazing livestock management practices are significant factors
contributing to that failure.Tl But according to the appellants, the RHA for the
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment shows that, from 2002 to 2009, the springs BLM
evaluated for PFC showed improvement, "indicat[ingJ that significant progress is
being made under current livestock management."T2

Indeed, in the Castlehead'Lambert RILA, BL1\{ stated that of the rnore than
30 springs on the Allotment, BLIU visited ,5 of thern in both 2003 and 2009, ancl
short'term indicators like stubble height and bank alteration showed an
improvement.Ts While the data may indicate a positive trend, the appellants do not
demonstrate that the trenct constitutes "significant progless" toward achievement of
the applicable standards or show that the standards were being met. Citing 2003
and 2009 data and other monitoling data, BLIVI concluded that, "[i]n general, the
springs that are not fenced to exclude livestock are not meeting the standard, due to
a high percentage of bare soil, heavy utilization of riparian'rvetland vegetation, and
shearing of wetland soils."?{ Based on all available information, BLM concluded
that the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment was not meeting the standard for riparian
areas and wetlands.Ts

While ALJ Holt did not expressly acknowledge the Permittees' argument
about the discrepancy they identifr.ed, there is no indication that he failed to
consider it in determining that the Permittees had not shown errol in BLM's
conclusion that the Allotments were not making significant progress toward
meeting the standards. ALJ Holt described the Permittees' argument about the
"trend data," particularly for Idaho S&G 2; he stated that BLM acknowledged that
it would prefer to have hacl more trend datai and he recounted some of the data and
expert opinions BLM cited for its conclusion that the Allotment dicl not meet the
standards.T6 ALJ Holt concluded that, viewing the uncontroverted facts in the

7r EA App. I - RHA Determination for Castlehead Lambert Allotment at 3'8i
EA App. K - RHA Determination for Swisher Allotments at 3-6'
72 SOR at 70-7L (quoting 06 Livestock Company's Appeal and Petition for Stay in
the Hearings Division at 17 (May 16, 2013) (citing EA App. I - RHA Determination
for Castlehead Lamber:t Allotment at 21)).
73 EA App. I - RHA Determination for Castlehead Lambert Allotment at 28

(Standard 2, Rationale for Evaluation Finding)'
il Id. at 28'29.
i5 Id. at 29.
i6 C'L Order at 10.

192 IBI"A 337
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recold as a whole, there is a reasonable basis for BLl\{'s conciusion.i7 The
appellants have not shown error in the ALJ's analysis or conclusion, and
particularly in light of BLi\{'s acknowledgement of the data the appellants cite, we
see no disputed issue of material fact warranting a hearing.

The appellants also assert that the ALJ erred by finding that the appellants
did not support their argument "'with admissible evidenee, relying instead upon the
alguments in its legal memoranda."'78 The appellants explain that their "Notices of
Appeal and related clocuments" incorporated the professional findings of their lange
consultant, Dr. Chad Gibson, and rebut the opinion of BLI\{ Fisheries and Riparian
Specialist Bonnie C. Claridge.Te The appellants specifically refer to a paragraph in
the "Declarations and Conclusion" section of the Permittees' Statement of Reasons
for Appeal in the Hearings Division, in which Mr. Gibson declared "that the
opinions stated within the foregoing Statement of Reasons . . . are my opinions
predicated upon my reliance upon the facts stated therein and my examination
of . . . the Allotments over a period of years and are ploducts of my experience and
education . . ."80 Because their pleadings in the Hearings Division were based on
expert opinion, the appellants argue that they did in fact present adrnissible
evidence, not just Iegal arguments.

But even assuming, as the appellants arEiue, that "[f]or summary judgment
purposes, the Perrnittees' Notice of Appeal is the equivalent of a separate
declaration from the Permittees' r'ange consultant,"sl 11r"t" was nothing in their
pleading with lespect to the data underlying BLI\{'s RFIA. determination that shows
a dispr"rted issue of material fact. The appellauts' argument is that BLM needed
trend data, and to the extent it had any, its data showed a trend toward
improvement, indicating that the Allotments were making significant plogless
toward meeting the standarcls.s2 But the appeliants have not identified a
requirement for BLM to have trend data. And while ALJ Hoit acknowledged BLM's
preference for more trend data, he found that the information BLNI had available
plovided a reasonable basis for it.s conclusion that the Allotments were not making

ii Id. at 11.
78 SOR at 71 (quoting Swisher Order at 10); see C-L Order at 11 ffinding that the
Permittees had not "supported their claims with evidence sufficient to show error by
BLI\{'').
ir Id.
80 06 Livestock Company's Appeal and Petition for Stay in the Hearings Division at
40.
8t Reply to BLM's Answet by the Permittees and by the Associations (Reply) at 24.8! SOR 70'77;06 Livestock Company's Appeal and Petition for Stay in the Hearings
Division at 17.

192 IBLA 338
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significant progress towards meeting the standards. So BLM expressly
acknowledged the data the appellants rely on, and the appellants have not
otherwise plesented facts underrnining the basis for BLM's conclusions with respect
to Idaho S&Gs 2, 3, '1, and 8. lYe conclude that the appellants have not shown the
existence of a disputed issue of material fact warranting a hearing.

3. There Is No Issue of Material Fact Regarding Whether BLMs Analysis of
Idaho S&G 7 is a Valid Application of ldaho's Water Quality Standards

Under Idaho S&G 7 (Water Quality), BLM must determine if surface and
ground water on public lands cornply with the State of Idaho's water quality
standards.s:r Based on findings by the Idaho Department of Environmental Quality
0nBQ) and BLM monitoring, BLM concluded that the Castlehead'Lambert
Allotment does not rneet the standards, and livestock grazing management
practices are a significant factor.E{ The appellants algue that BLM did not apply
the correct water quality standards and ignored new data from IDEQ showing that
the "vast majority" of stream segments in the Allotment were in compliance with
the Idaho water quality temperature stanclard, presenting a disputed issue of
material fact.si

In his Castlehead'Lambert Order', ALJ Holt explained that, before
June 2012, the IDEQ water quality standards for temperature were based on
specific temperature criteria.sG But between the time when BLM completed the
RIIA and issued its final grazing decisi.ons to the Permittees on April 5, 2013, IDEQ
published revised water quality standards for temperature.sT The new standards
were based on shade targets instead of temperature criteria.ss The IDEQ explained
on its website that the 2012 standards would not be effective until the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) approves them, and it submitted the 2012
report to EPA in January 20L4, after BLM's decisions.se

While acknowledging BLM's concession that "it would have been better to
update the RHA to analyze IDEQ's new standarcls," ALJ Holt concluded that the

83 Idaho S&G at 7.
8r EA App. I at 14'15.
85 SOR at 73.
86 C'L Order at 11.
87 Owyhee River Watershed, Total Maximum Daily Load Tempetature Addendum
(June zo].,z) (gLI4 Ex. Tab 101) (TMDL Addendum).
8s Id. at xiiii see also C-L Order at 11.
8e Screen shot of IDEQ Water Quality website dated Feb. 4, 20L4, at 1 (BLM Ex.

Tab 101) (IDEQ Water Quality website)'
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use of the old standards is not material because IDEQ still considers the strearns
and rivers in the Allotment impaired.eo Indeed, while IDEQ changed the rating of
Beaver Creek and other headwater streams of the Owyhee River fi'om "categoty 5"

streams to "category 4a" stt'eams, both categolies indicate that the water qttality is
impaired and the streams do not meet one or more beneficial uses defined for the
area.er So the AIJ concluded that the Permittees may have identified a technical
err.or in the RHA, but they did not show that the conclusions ale incorrect ot that
any error compromises the integrity of BLl\I's decisions.e2

The appellants argue that they "did in fact demonstrate that BLN'I's failure to
incorporate the most recent IDEQ water quality standards into its RFIAI produced

an erroneous result," quoting statements they macle in their notice of appeal about
IDEQ's published 5'year review in 2009, in which it reported temperature
improvement for Deep Creek, Red Canyon Creek, and their tributaries.e;l AIso, the
appellants state that current IDEQ data shows that only a handful of small sub'
areas within those streams that are designated as "temperature impaired stl'eams"
are "areas of concern."er But the appellants do not dispute that IDEQ still considers
the streams impaired, and therefore they have not iclentified a disputed issue of
material fact.

The appellants also argue that BLI\{'s determination for Idaho S&G 7 cannot
be valid absent a determination by IDEQ that the standards are not met because
BLIVI has no authority to regulate water quality in Idaho or to "enfolce" state water
quality standaldsi only IDEQ has that authority'.$5 BLI\I ngl'ces that it cannot
enforce Idaho water quality standards and explains that its finding does not

e0 C'L Order at 11i see BLI\{ C'L I\{otion for Surnmary Judgment at 19 ("BLM
concedes that it should have updated the final EA to reflect the new category for
Beaver Creek and other Owyhee River headrvater streams. However, BLM did not
become aware of this update until too late, and in any case, it does not change the
fact that Beaver Creek is still a Category 4a impaired stream and. that livestock
grazing has the potential to impair it."); BLM Swisher Motion for Summary
Judgment at 19 (similar statement).
et IDEQ ['ater Quality website at 2; T]VIDL Addendum at xiv (summary of
assessment outcomes).
e:r C-L Order at 11.
e3 SOR at 73 (quoting 06 Livestock Company's Appeal ancl Petition for Stay in the
Hearings Division at 18); Reply at 25.
e ' SOR at 73 (citing TMDL Addendum at 65); Reply at 2i.
e'r' SOR at 72 (citing I.C. SS 39'3611 (development. and implementation of TIVIDL
process), 39'3622 (enforcement provisions); IDAPA b8.01.02.000 (lDEe's legal
author.ity)).
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constitute "enforcement."e6 Rather, BLl\{ nses the Iclaho water quality standards as
a measure of conditions lequiring "appropriate action" under its grazing
regulations.eT The appellauts have not shown that BLM exceeded its authority or
otherwise made an erlor of law in this regard.

We find that the appellants have not shown the existence of a disputed issue
of fact that might alter the outcome of the proceedings. We therefore conclude that
the ALJ properly adjudicated this case on the basis of the parties' summary
judgment motions and briefs in opposition to summary judgment. Finding no
rlisputed issue of material fact, the ALJ wa.s not required to conduct an evidentiary
hearing.es We nolv examine the appellants' arguments that the ALJ committed
elrors of law in his Orders.

The Appellants Have Not Shown that the AIJ En'ed as a ll,Iattet" of Law

NEPA At'guments

The appellants argue that BLM did not consider a reasonable range of
alternatives, aB required by NEPA, because it did not consider range improvement
projects or the use of glazing for wildfire management. The appellants also argue
that BLM did not take a hard look at the impacts of its decisions on socioeconomics
or wildfires.

1. BLM Considered a Reasonable Range of Alternatives

[Z] When BLM conducts an EA, it must include a brief discus-sion of
appropriate alternatives to its proposed action.se The identification of appropriate
alternatives is informed by BLiVI's stated purpose and need for its proposed

eG Answer at 59.
et Id.; see 43 C.F.R. $ 4180.1(c) (requiring BLIU to take appropriate action when
water quality does not comply with state water Aqality standards).
eB See, e.g., Dot'othy Smith,44IBLA 25,29 (f SZSI("It is we'll established that
where there are no disputecl questions of fact and the valiclity of a claim tutns on
the legal effect to be given facts of record . . . . no hearing before an Administrative
Law Jtrclge is lequired."); Independent BankeLs Association of Georgia v. Board of
Governorc of Federul Re-qet've Systen,516 F.zd 1206, 1220 (D.C. Cir. 1975) ("[,{n
agency is not required to conduct an evidentiary hearing when it can serve
absolutely no ptirpose"); see al-qo 43 C.F.R. $ a. 7 (c) ("The IAIJI may cousider and
rule on all motions . . . .").
se 

^9ee 40 c.F.R. $ 1508.9ft); +S C.F'.n. $ a6.310(d.

e) GFS(MIN) r06(re7e) & GFS(O&G) t63(Le7e)
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action.t00 We review both BLM's definition of the purpose of the project anct its
identification of alternatives under a "rule of t'eason": if BLI\{'s purpose is
reasonable, we wiII uphold an identification of alternatives that is reasonable in
light of that purposs.lor

BLM identified the purpose of its action as follows: "to plovicle fol livestock
grazing opportunities on public lands where consistent with meeting management
objectives, including the Idaho [S&Gs]."t02 The alternatives BLM analyzed in detail
encompass its authorization of no grazing at all, a reduction of grazing in
accordance with the season-based alternative (Alternative 4), the continuation of
the current level of grazing, and an increase of grazing under the Pelmittees'
proposals. BLI\,I also considered alternatives that it did not analyze in detail,
inclurling the designation of areas of critical environmentai concel'n, use of passive

restoration, use of aetive restoration, and use of targeted grazing to manage wildfrre
fuels.los

a. BLM Adequatel;' Con.qidercd Range Imptovenent Pt'ojects

The appellants argue that BLI\{'s selection of alternatives "intentionally
avoids any alternative to remove/modifu/construct (or a combination thereofl range
improvements so as to fulfill both the'Purpose'and the'Need'."10'l The appellants
contend that BLM is obligated to consider "all reasonable altelnatives" and canuot
ignore "obvious" alternatives.lot If BLM chose not to consider range improvement
projects, the appellants assert that BLM was required to explain why it clid not
consider them and to specificalll'state whether lange implovements meet the

ro0 llbstern ll'atet.ched.q Ptoject (!trll:P),191 IBL'\ 351, 357 Q0L7f crr," purpose

and need of a proposal controls the selection of alternatives that BLI\'I should
analyze in the EA, because each alternative must meet the pqrpose and need for the
proposal.")i Rosebutg Resource Co., lS6IBLA 325, 336 (ZOt;F("[TIhe purpose and
ne'ed of a project drives the identification and choice of alternatives.").
r0r l?oscbur{ Rosout'c:t, (ir.. }i(; IB[,A at 3,]-l: Southetn Utah Wtildemess Alliance,
182 IBLA 377, 390'91 (2012f see Gt'unewalrl v. Jat'uis,7?6 F.3d 898, 904 (D.C. Cir.
2015) (explaining that the D.C. Circuit Court defers to the agency's reasonable
definitions of objectives, and if the objectives are reasonable, the Court will uphold
the selection of reasonable alternatives in light of the objectives).
r02 EA at 8.
tol Id. at 19-25.
r0r SOR at 38.
rcrt ff,. at 36 (citing North Slope Bot'ough v. Andrus,486 F. Supp. 326, 330 (D.D.C.

19?9); California v. Bergland, 483 F. Supp. 465, 488 (E.D. Cal. 1980) , affd in part,
rev'd in part, Califoruia v. Block,690 F.zd 753 (9th Cir. 1982)).

0 GFS(MrSC) 28(2017)
g) GFS(MISC) l7(201s)
h) GFS(MrSC) rs(2012) 192 IBLA 342
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purpose and need of the project, are feasible, and would have a lesser impact on the
environment than the proposed actiou.roa The appeilants argue that BLM did not
conform to this standard and therefore violated NEPA.107

W'e analyze appellants' arg"ument by breaking it down into three topics:
whether BLM met its obligation to consider appropriate alternatives in its EA; the
burclen of proof on appeali and whether appellants met the burden of proof.

(il NEPA regulations require BLM to include a brief discussion of
appropriate alternatives in an EA.

As we stated above, under regulations implementing NEPA, agencies are
required to include a brief discussion of appropriate alternatives in an EA.r08 EAs
are intended to be "concise public documents" in which an agency briefly discusses
the alternatives it considered, with "[t]he level of detail and depth of impact
analysis . . . normally . . . limited to the minimum needed to determine whether
there would be significant environmental effects."loe Contrary to the appellants'
assertion, BLM is only required to consider "an appropriate range of alternatives"
in an EA.1l0 Appellant's asserted requirement to consider "all reasonable
alternatives" does not appear in the regulations or in the court case the appellants
cite.rrr In fact, both the IBLA and the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals have found
that it generally suffices for an agency to consider a no action alternative and a
proposed action alternative in an EA, particularly if the proposed action wiII achieve

toc Id. at 39.
t07 Id. at 42.
r08 40 c.F.R. S 1508.9(b); as C.p.R. $ a6.310(d.
roe 40 C.F.R, 1508.9; 43 C.F.R. $ a6.310(a), (e); Confederuted Tribe-c of the Goshute
Reset.vation, 190 IBLA 396, 404 (ZO1Z)'(explaining that the requirement at
40 C.F.R. S 1502.14(a), that agencies must "[rJigorously explore and objectively
evaluate all reasonable alternatives," applies to an environmental impact statement
(UIS),.not an EN; Southen Utah Wildemess Alliance,185 IBI"A 150, 165 n.12
(zora)(stating that 40 c.F.R. $ 1502.14 applies to an EIS, not an EA).
tto $ss, e-g., Qoalition for Responsible Mammoth Development,lST IBLA 141,

ZZB-24 (20t6f("'[A]n agency's eonsideration of alternatives is su{ficient if it
considers an appropriate range ofaltetnatives, even ifit does not consider every

available alternative."') (quoting Headwaters, fnc. v. BLM,914 F.zd 1174, 1181

(gth cir. 1990)) (reviewing a BLM decision supported by an EIS).
nr g4s SOR at 36 (citing North Slope Borcugh,486 F. Supp. at 330 (stating that an

agency,,must evaluate signifi.cant reasonable alternative courses of action" in an

EIS)).

i) GFS(MIN) 22(2017)

i) GFS(MISC) 6(2014)

k) GFS(O&G) 4(2016)
192 IBI"A 343
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environmental benefits.l 12 "[T]he fact that ii party ma5' favor an alternative other
than thert adopted by BLIVI clocs not lender the action taken by BLM erroneoue."rtB

Here, BLN,I consideled five alternativos that it analyzed in detail and several
additional alternatives that it dict not analyze in cletail. The alternatives
encompassed not only a continuation of the existing grazing pelmits, but also
autholizations that would prohibit glazing, reduce grazing. and increase glazing.
In light of BLN{'s pulpose to plovicle grazing opportunities consistent with
management objectives, ALJ Holt conclucled that BLX.{ consideled a reasonable
range of altelnativse.lll Because BLN'I consiclered alternatives sufficient to inform
the decisionrnaker of the options available, ranging from no glazing to an increase
in grazing, we frnd that ALJ Holt's conclusion is consistent with law and find no
EITOI,

(iil Appellants have the burden to shorv that BLN{ did not consider a
reasonable range of alternatives.

The appellants contend that, when they challenged rvhether BLN'I had
considered a reasonable range of alternatives, the ALJ elled by placing the burden
on them to present an alternative to BLM for consideration instc,ad of holding BLM
to its obligation to "'[s]tudy, develop, and describe appropriate alternatives."'ll;1 fhs
appellants fault the ALJ for concluding that, in their words,

BLN{ had no obligation to assess/consider range improvements in
fulfilling the "Purpose and Need" of the EA merely because the
Perrnittees did not either apply for any lange irnprovements, as was
the ctrse in the Swisher Spring.s Allotment, or the Perrnittees did not
sufficiently* apply for any l'ange improvements, as rvas the case in the
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment. I I rGl

Appellants argue that the ALJ's approach was wrong because it shifts BLI\I's
burden to perform an adequate NEPA analysis onto the appellants.

ttz lilanath'Si-ski1,ou ll'ilcllands Centet,,190 IBLA. 2g5, BOG e0l?)1 petition fot.
rcview filed,Ny 1:17'cv'997 (D. Or. June 27, 2017); RandJ..L. ll'itham, I8T IBI"A
298, 303 QOrcff Earth Islanc! Institute v. tl.S. Fot'est Set'vice,697 F.3d 1010, 1021-
22 @th Cir. 2012).
tt:t $en1hs1.n [Jtah Wilderness Al]iance. 1b2 IBLA 216,2Z4 (2000):
rr I C'L Order at 24i Swisher Order at 28.
rr'i Reply at 7 (quoting 40 C.F.R. g tb0l.Z(c)); SOR ar B0-81.
I r0 SOR at 31i C-L Order at 2d-27 i Swisher Order at 24.

l) GFS(MrSC) t7(2017)
m) GFS(MISC) l0(2016)
n) GFS(MISC) 20(2000)
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When a party challenges a bureau's range of alteruatives in an EA, the
burden is on that party to demonstrate error by showing that BLM's alternatives
ale not reasonable in light of its stated purpose.lrT Accordingly, the ALJ properly
imposed a burden on the appellants to show error in BLM's identification of
alternativgs.l ls

6iil The appellants did not show that BLM failed to consider a reasonable
rarrge of alternatives.

While range improvements, like fences, corrals, pipelines, and troughs,
"'facilitate the application of grazing management practices,"'lle the appellants have
not shown how they would provide for Iivestock grazing opportunities in the
Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments, consistent with meeting management
objectives, to achieve the purpose of the project. The appellants assert, in a
conclusory manner, only that range improvement projects-as a general category of
actions-will accomplish the intended pu{pose of the action, be technically and
economically feasible, and have a lesser or no impact.lz0

Although, as the appellants state, range improvement.s "'serve to achieve
proper application of the timing, intensity and duration of grazing use ancl its
occurrence ovel time,"'l2l they do not effect a change in the level of gr.-azing

authorized. While range improvements facilitate grazing use, they do not authorize
grazing use, consistent with meeting management objectives, which is the purpose
of the proposed action considered in the EA.tsz

tti See Klamath'SiskiS'ou Wildlands Centet; 190IBLA at 306 (upholding BLM's
analysis of alternatives in an EA where the appellant had not '"demonstrate[d] the
existence of a technically and economically feasible alternative that will meet the
project's intended purpose and which BLM did not consider").
rr8 Swisher Order at 24 (SLNI did not err by not considering range improvement
projects for the Swisher Allotment because the Permittee did not propose any); C-L
Order at 27 (BLM did not err by not considering any range improvement projects
that the Permittees had not proposed).
rrg Reply at 6 (quoting Idaho S&Gs at 8).
rzo 6sp1y at 7, 8'9 (citing Larry Thompson, 151 IBLA 2a8,2lg-20 (fggg))l
12r SOR at 12 (quoting Declaration (Decl.) of Dr. Chad C. Gibson attached to
Permittees'Motion for Partial Summary Judgment at 8 (Feb. 28, 2014)).
122 See Answer at 2l (arguing that, because the Permittees denied that there were
any resource concerns on the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment, "it is clear that the
proposed new fence-and for that matter, Appellants' apparent need for any
additional range improvements-had nothing to do with improving rangeland
health on the Allotments").

o) GFS(MIN) s(2000)
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Irr support of their contention that reasonable alternatives include range
improvements, the appellants cite a 2000 BLN.'I Instruction l\Iemorandum (IM) that
stated that "reasonable altelnatives might include management facilities, changes
in season of use, ol leductions in nurn[s1s."12:] But we do not find that BLIM's
ornission of a lange improvement alternative violates any policl' set forth in the
2000 IiU. To the cxtent the II\{ is sti}l in effect,l2rit states only that "management
facilities" "rnight" be a reasonable alternative, not that they always will be.l25

With rcspect to the thlee lange inrprovement projects the Permittees
identified for the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment, ALJ Holt deterrnined that BLN{
appropriateiy explained rvhy it did not anall'ze these projects in detail. Specificalll',
ALJ Holt fonnd that (1) the Perrnittees'general reference to reservoir maintenance,
improvement, and constluction was too vague to warrant further analysis;l!6
(2) r'econstluction of a section of boundary fence has either already been approved
as part of a separate NEPA plocess or is part of ongoing range imprclvement
maintenance that is acldressed in the EA;127 and (3) construction of 0.72 miles of
fence to define the boundary between the Castlehead'Larnbert Allotment and a
neighboring allotment is imrnaterial to the proposed action because the fence would
have only "limited ability to meet the Allotment's overall resource goals," and such
"limited benefrts clo not rise to a level of materiality."tza

The appellants argue that ALJ Holt's finding that BLI\{ was not required to
consider range implovements for the Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments
is inconsistent with his finrling in a separate appeal, in which he reviewed the same

EA for the Garat Allotment, another Gloup 1 allotmenl.tz{t lrr that order, ALJ Holt
stated that proposed range implovement projects "appear to satisfi"' the purpose of
the project and conclucled that BLM's failule to consider range improvements as a

reasonable alternative to the ploposed action violated NEPA.l30 But in the

r2rr SOR at 39i IM 2000-022 at unpaginated (unp.) 2 (July 21, 2000) (SOR Ex. A'21)
t2 t Seehttps://www.blm. gov/policy/instruction'memorandurn (last visited Feb. 8,

2018) (no INI numbeled 2OOO'022listed).
r25 IM 2000'022 at unp. 2.
r26 C-L Order at 25.
r2i Id.
r2t4 Id. at 27.
rze Reply at 7 (quoting Order, ,l'W'P v. BLXI,ID'BD'3000- 2013'001 at 8 (Feb. 13,
2014) (SOR Ex. C) (Garat Order)).
r;10 Q1121 Order at 2 ("BLI\{ violated NEPA because its EA did not consider
[proposedJ lange improvement projects and did not provide a legitirnate reason for
not doing so").
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Castlehead'Lambert Allotment Order', ALJ Holt distinguished the alternatives he
reviewed in the Garat Ol'cler.rBr ALJ Holt explained:

Most importantly, in Garat, the permittees proposed, with some
detail, ptojects that could conceivably influence livestock grazing
impacts acloss the entire Garat Allotment. Conversely, here, the
Permittees have proposed, in vague terms, construction of a fence that
will, by the Permittees'own account, have a limited ability to address
l'esource issues on the Allotment.tIszl

The ALJ concluded that BLIVI's decision to decline further consideration of a range
improvement project "with such limited ability to meet the Allotment's overall
resource goals does not constitute a NEPA violation where, as here, BLM accurately
explains that it rejected the project from further analysis because it was not
material to the Permittees' overall ploposed altelnativs."lsrl !\re find ALJ Holt's
distinction between the two cases persuasive and fi.nd that the holding in Gatat
does not demonstrate error in ALJ Holt's analysis of BLM's range of alternatives in
the Castlehead'Lambert or Swisher Allotment cases.

Finally, the appellants assert that, to the extent they rtid not propose range
improvements for BLM's consideration, it was because BLM had indicated that it
would not consider range improvements.rs{ But ALJ Holt rejectecl this contention
as unpersuasive because the Permittees did, in fact, pl'opose lange improvement
projects for the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment and had opportunities to present
them for the Swisher Allotments.lss We agree that the Permittees'proposal of
range improvement projects for the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment, and BLM's
consideration of those projects, demonstrates that the Permittees were not
foreclosed from presenting alternatives that included range improvement projects
for BLM's consideration.

We conclude that the ALJ's analysis of the range of alternatives BLM
considered in its EA conforms to the requirements of NEPA, the implementing
regulations, and our case law. The appellants did not meet their burden to show
that BLM did not consider appropriate alternatives, and they have not shown et'ror
in the ALJ's Orders.

r31 C.L Order at 26-27.
|r2 Id. at 26.
r:t:t Id.
r3'r SOR at 34'35; Reply at 8.
r35 C'L Order at 271Swisher Order at 24.
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b. BLII'I Adeeuately Considercd Using Grazing fot Wildfite Management

The appellants al'gue that BLM violatecl NEPA by failing to consider "a
grazing scheme that would reduce the risk of wildfires and limit the intensity of
thosc wildfires."l3(i The appellants assert that such an alternative would satisfy the
pulpose of the proposed action-to provide livestock grazing opportunities on public
lands-because "[w]ildfire can lead to signifrcant grazing testrictions."l;17 The
appellants also contend that wildfi.re management through grazing will avoid or
minimize adverse effects of wildfires, and grazing as a tool to manage wildfire is
neither remote nor speculative.l3s Therefore, the appellants reason, grazing as a
wildfire management tool meets the Board's test to determine whethet an
alternative must be considered: it will accomplish the intended ptrrpose, it is
technically and economically feasible, and it will have a lesser impact than BLI\I's
ploposed aglisn.l:te

ALJ Holt did not specifically analyze whether grazing for the purpose of
wildfire management was a reasonable alternative that BLM should have
considered. Instead, he reviewed whether BLM adequately analyzed the impacts of
reduced grazing on the potential for wildfires, which we will discuss in mote detail
below. For the purposes of this discussion, we note that the ALJ's Orders reflect his
approval of BLM's discussion of targeted grazing as an alternative BLM considered
but did not analyzs in dslai|.t lo

In the EA, BLN,I explained that "[t]argeted grazing is the application of a
specific kind of livestock at a determined season, duration, and intensity to

accornplish defined vegetation or landscape goals."t"ll BLM acknowledged several
reports and studies examining the utilitl' of glazing for wildfire management and
explained that "grazing as a fuels management tool is primarily limited to
grassland dominated vegetation types."t'tt The Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher
Allotments, however, have sagebrush and bunchgrass vegetation, where landscape
scale fuels treatment by livestock grazing has "Iimited applicafiep."l l;!

116 SOR at 52.
rli Id.
t:.t1 Jd.
t:te Id. at 51'52 (citing Lany'Thomp-son, 151 IBLA at 219'20).
rto See C'L Order at 2O and Swisher Order at 19'20 (reviewing BLl\I's "thorough
discussion of wildfire as an'alternative considered but not analyzed in detail,"' and
citing EA at 22'24.
t rr f,A at 22.
r+2 Id. at 23.
1t3 Id. at 24.
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Furthermore, BLM detelmined that "targeted grazing for fuels reduction to
establish fuel breaks is outside the purpose and need of this NEPA document which
responds to applications for grazing permit renewal authorizing cattle and horse
grazing to meet rangeland health standards and resource management
objectivss." l ar

The appellants argue that ALJ HoIt erred by accepting BLM's conclusion that
grazing has iimited application as a fire managelnent tool in the Allotments and
that there would be no cumulative effect on the spread of wildfire from grazing
reductions.l'rt The appellants contend that BLNI failed to consider how the history
of wildfires in the region has changed the landscape by destroying sagebrush
habitat, which has been replaced by perennial grasslands that are susceptible to
management by targeted grazing.I{6 The appellants assert that the record contains
evidence of this changei for example, in the EA, BLM said that, in the Castlehead'
Lambert Allotment, "'big sagebrush habitat is mostly absent in pasture 3 due to
conversion to perennial grasslands lesulting from the 2007 Crutcher fire and
jtrniper woodlands, Similarly, in pastures 5 and 6, areas that would support
suitable big sagebrush habitat do not support this habitat due to the 2007 Crutcher
fi1's."'1{? The appellants appear to reason that if BLM better acknowledged the
existence of perennial grasses in the pastures, it would have recognized the utility
of grazing to reduce wildfire risk on the Allotments and the cumulative effect on the
spread of wildfires from reduced grazing.

While the quotes the appellants selected from the EA state that the 2007
Crutcher fire has changed the landscape in some of the pastures in the Allotments,
they do not undermine other statements in the EA supporting BLM's and the ALJ's
conclusion that the vegetation in the Allotments is not suitable for grazing as a
fuels management tool, so grazing would not appreciably impact the risk of wildfire
in the Allotments. For example, BLIVI reported the following:

Although recent fire has reduced sagebrush and juniper dominance on
large portions of the [Castleheacl'Lambert A]tlotment, deep'rooted
bunchgrasses have not recovered to site potential. . . . As a result, the

rtt Id.; see also id. at 23 ("Livestock grazing actions for fuels management involves
a shift in purpose from providing for a use of public land.s to a purpose to meet
vegetation or fuels objectives."); Answer at 37 (explaining that using grazing for
wildfire management would be inconsistent with the purpose of the action to
provide grazing opportunities consistent with management objectives).
rri SOR at 48.
116 Id. at 48-49.
t'ti Id. at 49 (quoting EA at 164).
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lack of the potential co'dominance by native bunchgrass species
greatly reduces the production of forage from the allotrnent as
compared to the reference site in ecological site descriptions.tt.tsl

We find support in the record for BLM's and the ALJ's conclttsion that grazing
reductions would have minimal or no cumulative effect on the splead of wildfire in
the Allotments. As the ALJ noted, the EA shows BLM's consideration of a grazing-
forwildfire'management alternative, and BLM explained its reasons for not
analyzing this alternative in dsfal|.t'ltt The appellants have not offered evidence
contradicting BLi\I's explanation, and we find that BLN{'s explanation satislies its
obligations under NEPA. r,o

The appellants further contend that a decision to authorize gl'azing ancl a
decision to manage wildfires are connected actions, "'r'elated to each other closely
enough to be, in effect, a single course of action,"' and therefore should have been
evaluated in a single NEPA document.l;''l The appellants argue that BLN'{

acknowledges that glazing and wildfire management actions are connected because
it pledged to address livestock glazing as a tool for managing fuel loads in the
Idaho/Southwest Montana environmental impact statement (EIS) for sage
grouse.rs2 The appellants claim that deferring this analysis to the EIS for sage
grouse is improper segmentation of environmental analysis, which violates
NEPA. r53

Connected actions are actions that "are closely lelated and thelefore should
be discussed in the same impact statement."ltl Actions are connected if they
(1) automatically trigger other actions, (2) cannot or will not proceed unless other
actions are taken previously or simultaneously, or' (3) are interclependent parts of a
larger action and depend on the largel action for their justification.Iss In
determining whether trvo actions are connected, the key question is whether the

I ru E,t at 96 fueferences omitted)i id. at 307 (same conclusion for Swisher
Allotments).
I re C'L Order at 20i Swisher Order at 19'20.
r50 Sree Randy L. W'itham, 187 IBLA. at 304 (frnding no error in BLl\{'s NEPA
compliance where BLN{ provided reasoned explanation for rejecting a proposed
altelnative).
t,r SOR at 53 (quoting 40 C.F.R. $ 1502.4(d).
vt2 hfl. at 52 (quoting EA at 24).
ri:t Id. at 54.
rrlr {Q c.F.R. S 1508.25(d(r).
n'n Id. $ 1508.25(a)(r)(i)'Giil.
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actions have "independent utility"; if so, they are not connected actions,lso TVo
actions have independent utility "if sufficient justification exists for each of the two
actions, such that each rnay proceed without tbe other."l57

We find that authorizing the Permittees' grazing and authorizing actions to
rnanage lvildfires are not connected actions such that they must be considered in
the same envitonmental analysis under NEPA. Rather, in this case, the
management of grazing and the management of wildfires have "independent utility"
as management efforts on the public lands, such that each may proceed without the
other. lVloreover, BLM did not "defer" analysis of grazing to manage wildfires, as
the appellants contend,lre because-as explained above-Bl,M discussed it as an
alternative it considered but did not analyze in detail.

We conclude that the ALJ's analysis of the range of alternatives BLM
considered in its EA conforms to the requirements of NEPA, the implementing
regulations, and our case law. The appellants did not meet their burden to show
the existence of an applopriate alternative that will accomplish the intended
purpose of the action, and they have not shown error in the ALJ's Order.

2. BLM Took a Hard Look at the Impacts of Its Decision

[g] tn addition to arguing that BLIVI did not consider a reasonable range of
alternatives, the appellants argue that BLM did not take a hard look at the impacts
of its decisions on socioeconomics and wildfues. When BLM decides to proceed with
a proposed action after completion of an EA and finding of no siguificant impact, its
record must demonstrate that it considered all relevant matters of environmental
concern, took a "hard look" at potential environmental impacts, and made a
convincing case that no signifr.cant impaet will result or that any such impact will
be reduced to insignificance by the adoption of appropriate mitigation measures.Ise
The Board will find that BLM took a "hard look" when it conducted a thorough
environmental analysis before concluding that no signifi.cant environmental impact

156 Center fot'Biological Divet'sitS1 189 IBLA Lt7, L20 e0l6f
rti !61. (quoting Orcgon N_aturul Desert Association (On Judicial Remand),
185 IBLA 59, L22 (2014):
r58 SOR at 52-54.
r'te Wallace Forest Conservation Atea Advisoty Committee,L9ZIBLA 108, 116-17
(ZO1Z)'; Klauath'siskiy'ou Wildtands Centet',1gO IBLA at 310i Center fot'Native
Ecosysteme 182IBI"A 3?, 50 (ZOfZ).t

p) GFS(o&G) ls(2016)
q) GFS(MISC) s(20t4)
r) GFS(MISC) 33(2017)
s) GFS(MIN) 3(2012)
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exists, and its documentation of that analysis shorvs the bur-eau's thoughtful and
probing reflection of the possible impacts of its propscsd Rg[i6n. rt;tr

a. BLM Took a Hat'd Look at Socioeconontic Intpacts

The appellants argue that BLI\4 failecl to take a hard look at the
socioeconomic impacts of its ploposed decision "liy simply offering fleeting
references and post'hoc rationalizations of socio-economic impacts in the BA and its
Appendix O without actually addressing these impacts in any meaningful way."tct
The appellants claim that, by stating that "'it is ttnfortunate"' that "'certain
alternatives considered in the EA could impact regional socioeconomic activity,"'
BLM merely'paid lip service to the serious socio'economic impacts that its severe
grazing reductions will have" and failed to "cto sornething about 11r"*."t$? Citing
one of Congress's declared policies in NEPA-"to use all practicable means and
measures, . . , to create and maintain conditions undel which mau and nature can
exist in productive harmony, and fullill the social, economic, and other
requirements of present and future generaticlns"-the appellants assert that NEPA
requires BLM to "balance envirr:nmental and socio'economic impact,s."to't

But NEPA does not compel an agency to implement any palticular
action. As the appellants acknowledge, the pulpose of NEPA is to ensure
that "'decisionmakers and the ptrblic [have] an accurate assessment of the
information relevant to evaluate' the agency's proposed action."l6' The Board
has explained that "NEPA is a procedural statute that is designed to provicle
decision makers with adequate information to make a decisioni but
NEPA does not require that the decision made is the one'that is most
solicitous of environmeutal conservati6n."'lfiir So the question under NEPA is

t$o lilamath'SiskiS'ou ltildlands Center,190 IBLA at 310 (citing Native Ecoss'stent-s

Council v. L/.5. Fot'estService,428 F.3d 1233, 1239 (9th Cir.2005)i Silvefion
Snownobile CIub v. U.S. Forc-qt Service,433 F.3d 772,781(tOtfr Cir. 2006)).
ror SOR at 43 (citing 40 C.F.R. $ 1508.14, which instructs agencies to discuss
interrelated economic or social and natural or physical environmental effects in an
EIS).
t$2 Id. at 44'45 (quoting Notice of Field Nlanager's Final Decision to l\{aestrejuans,
Castlehead'Lambert Allotment at 22'23i Notice of Field N{anager's Final Decision to
06 Livestock Company, Castleheacl'Lambert Allotment at 23).
t$3 Id, at 45 (citing 42 U.S.C. $ 4331(d (zotz)).
t$t Id. at 44 (quoting Natural Re-qources Defense Council v. U.S. .Fore-ct Service,
421 F.3d 797,812 (gth Clr. 2005)). ttqi Southel'n Nevada W'ater Authot'its,, 191 IBLA, 382, 410'17 (2017) (quotinq,

Ft'iends of the Nestucca Coast Range A-s-qociation 144 IBL{ 341, 356 (tggA));"-*ee

t) GFS(MISC) 2e(20r7)
u) GFS(MISC) 67(1ee8) 192 IBLA 352
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not whether a project is "advisable but whether the decisionmaker was
sufficiently advised to make a reasoned decision."l6G Here, if BLM took a

hard look at the effects of its decisions, sufficient to inform the decisionmaker'
and enable a reasoned decision, BLM complied with NEPA.

In the EA, BLM examined social and economic data for Owyhee County,
lvhere the allotments are located, and for two additional counties, Malheur and
Elko, because some of the livestock operators who graze cattle in the allotments
maintain base ranches there.167 BLM explained that livestock ranching is among
the primary employment sectors in the three counties, and most ranches are family-
owned.lc8 BLM determined that the total active'use AUMs in the three counties
contribute more than $56.7 million to the local economy.lGe Citing a2002 study,
BLM discussed the reduction in net annual returns to ranches that corresponds to a
reduction in BlM-author{zed AUIvIs and explained the following:

Any cuts in AUi\{s would lead to increased expenses for grazing and/ot
feed that could be detrimental to the viability of the ranch. This would
Iead to losses in jobs, income to the community, and tax revenue for the
county and state. Additionally, ranching is so intimately connected to
the overall culture in the areas in and around Owyhee County that the
closing of a ranch would lead to a substantial loss of community
cohesion. The closing of a ranch in Jordan Valley or Marsing could be

viewed by community members as an adverse effect on the social
conditions of the local community.tt;ol

Robertson v. Methow l'alley'Citizens Council,490 U.S. 332, 350 (fgSg) ('NEPA
itself does not mandate particular results, but simply prescribes the necessary
process. If the adverse environmental effects of the proposed action are adequately
identified and evaluated, the agency is not constrained by NEPA fr'om deciding that
other values outweigh the environmental costs." (citations omitted)i Biodiversity
Conseyvation Alliance,174 IBI"A 1, 14 (2008)'("When BLM has satisfied the
procedural requirements of section 102(2)(C) of NEPA, it will be deemed to have
complied with NEPA, regardless of whether a different substantive outcome would
be reached by appellants, this Board, or a reviewing court.").
t$s lliends of the Nestucca Coast Range Association, 144 IBLA at 356.
167 EA at 78.
r88 Jd. at 79, 83.
r6e Jd. at 204,363i .see id. at 83 (livestock glazing contributes $46.85/AUM to
ranches and $16.22|AUM to other sectors in the local economy, like supply
purchases).
t70 Id. at 88 (identifuing effects of AUM reductions that would be common to all
allotments).

v) GFS(o&G) 6(2008)
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For each allotment, BLN,I calculatecl the valtre to a livestock operation of the
change in AUNIs undel each alternative, cautioning that, in actuality, it is unknown
how each ranch would lespond to changes in the permitted number of AUMs on its
allotment.lil If a ranch chose to reduce herd numbers and, in ttrrn, reduce its
spending within the regional economy, then the leduction in AUN'Is would
couespond to a reduction in regionai economic activity.t;z BLM's calculations
showed that, for- example, implementation of the Peunittees' proposed alternative
would result in an estirnated $286,000 added. to the Owyhec County economy from
the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment and $23,000 from the Swisher Springs
Allotment,l?3 and the selected season'based alternative rvould tlanslate to an
estimated $141,000 addecl fi'om Castlehead-Lambert and $14,000 from Swisher'
Springs added to the Ow1,'hee County'economl'.17r For both Allotments, under the
season'based alternative, BLN'I stated that ranchels might decide that it is not
economically viable to continue their opelations.l;i

In Appendix O to the EA, BLIU explained that, during the protest peliod, it
received information from a local ranch operator that allorved BLI\{ to construct "a
sarnple partial enterprise budget showing the potential impact of each alternative
on that part of the enterprise affectBd."176 For example, for a medium ranch with
100 to 500 cattle and 10 hotses, the aunual change in net revenue for the
Permittees' proposed alternative rvould be an increase of $43,000, and for the
selected season'based alternative, it would be a decrease of $31,000.ti:

Based on BLM's analysis in the EA and Appendix O to the EA, we agree with
ALJ Holt that BLM took a hard look at the socioeconomic impacts of its decisions.rTE

BLI\{ exarnined the social and economic effects of each alternative on each allotment
and not only acknowledged, but atternpted to quantify, possible detrimental effects.
The appellants'argument that BLM's anall'sis is insufficient amounts onll'to a
difference of opinion, which does not show error by BLl\{ or the ALJ.r?e

tit Id. at 200,359.
ti2 Id. at 201, 359.
ti:, Id. at 202, 361.
tit Id. at 203, 362.
t7i, Id- at 203, 362.
r?6 EA App. O at 31.
t77 Id. at 31, 32.
r?u C'L Order at 19i Swisher Order at 19.
I?e ll'WP,184 IBI.A 106, 121 (ZOf g)'fat most, [the appellant] has shown that it
profoundly disagrees with BLI\{'s conclusions and management decisions, but a

mere difference of opinion, even expert opinion, will not suffice to show that BLIVI

w) GFS(MISC) 6(2013) 192 IBL{ 354
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The appellants also argue that, instead of adding Appendix O to the EA, BLN{
was required to supplement the EA or prepare a new EA.l80 By tegulation, BLM
must supplement an EIS when it makes substantial changes in the proposed action
that are relevant to environmental concerns or when there are significant new
circumstances or information relevant to environmental concerns and bealirlg on
the proposed action or its impacts.tsl This regulation does not apply to EAsi
however, according to BLM guidance, BLM will prepare a new EA when it makes
changes to the proposed action or adds an alternative outside the spectrum ofthose
already analyzed, or new circumstances or information arises that alters the
validity of the analysis in an EA analysis before BLM irnplements the action.ruz
None of these circumstances were present in this case. In response to one of the
protests BLM received, it appended additional analysis to the EA in its final
decisions, and BLM was not required to notifr the public or solicit comrnents before
it did s6.r83

Finally, the appellants argue that Appendix O amounts to "post'hoc
rationalization" of BLM's choice not to perform an analysis of cumulative
socioeconomic impacts from the Castlehead'Lambert aud Swisher Allotment
decisions in conjunction with anticipated futule reductions in grazing in the
Owyhee planning arsx.rs'r Cumulative impacts are those that lesult from the
incremental impact of the proposed action "when added to other past, present, and
reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what agency (Federal or non'
Federal) or person undertakes such other actions."ls5 They include impacts that
"result from individuaUy minor but collectively significant actions taking place over
a period of time."l86 In considering the adequacy of cumulative effects analyses in
EAs, BLM is not required to consider the impacts of future actions that are
speculative, and therefore not reasonably foresesailg.ts;

failed to fully comprehend the true nature, magnitude, or scope of the likely
impacts.").
t80 SOR at 45 (citing Norton v. Southet'n Utah Wilderuess Alliance,542 U.S. 55,
72-73 (ZoOa)).
t81 40 C.F.R. $ r502.9(cX1).
r82 BLM's NEPA Handbook H'1790'1 at 29, available at https://www.blm.gov/sites/
blm.gov/files/uploads/lVledia Library-BlM-Policl'-Handbook-h1790'1.pdf (last
visited Feb. 8, 2018).
183 $ss 43 C.F.R. $ 46.3056) ("Bureaus . . . may revise environmental assessments
based on comments received without need of initiating another comment period.").
18{ SOR at 45'47; Reply at 10'12.
r.85 40 C.F.R. S 1508.7.
186 Id.
187 ,YWP,191 IBLA 351, 366 (ZOf Zf ("it ing Centet'fot, Biological Divetsit5:,

\/ x) GFS(MISC) 28(2otz)
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The appellants point to BLM's admissions in Appendix O that "future
lecluctions rnay occur"' in the other allotment gloups and that recently'issued
decisions, when irnpiemented, wiil contlibute to cumulative effects on the social and
ec<lnomic environment in the region.trJtt These admissions, the appellants claim,
show that additional glazing reductions were leasonably foreseeable and therefore
should have been analyzed as contributing to the cumulative effects of BLM's
pr-oposed action.lse

But the EA reflects BLI\{'s considelation of the grazing reductions the
appellants reference. In Appendix O. BLI\{ explained that, while it is actively
conducting envj.ronmental analyses and pleparing final decisions for grazing
pelrnits in other allotrnents managed by the Owyhee Field Office, those analyses
and decisions at'e not yet complete. Nevertheless, "because reductions in AUMs
have been proposed on allotments in the Owyhee River Group that have not met
Standards or Guiclelines, it is reasonable to assume that future reductions ma)'
occur on any allotments in Groups 2 through 5 that are not meeting Standards or
Guiclelines as well."l00 BLN{ stated that any reductions added to those in the
Castlehead-Lambert and Swisher Allotments "could have substantial impacts on
local economic activity," which "would be compounded on a county'wide or regional
[2gis."l$l

BLN{ furthel explained that, fol those future grazing decisions that have not
yet issued, it would be speculative to include them in the cumulative impacts
analysisi insteacl, the environmental analyses for those actions wiII include the
cumulative effects of past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions,
including the decisions for the Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments, at that
time.le2 But BLM deerned decisions it had lecently issued, and those that have
been is.sued and implemented, as actions that it would include in its cumuiative
effects analysis.rr)3 BLM then concluded thzrt "[t]he level of AUM reductions
analyzed in the grazing alternatives in this EA, added to all AUI\I reductions
implemented or proposed in other permit renewal actions within the planning area,
would lesult in 115,320 active use AUI\{s permitted."le r BLN'I explained that this

189 IBLA at L26; Powder River Ba,qin Resource Council,180 IBLA 119, 132'33
(2010))I
tas ftsply at 11, 12; EAApp. O at 32, 33.
ruie Reply at 11.
reo EA App. O at 32.
tel Id,
ts? Id. at 33.
t$3 Id.
tet Id.

y) GFS(MIN) 20(2010)
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reduction in AUMs from the number that was authorized at the time of the 1999
Owyhee RMP (t3+,tt6 active'use AUl\Is), rvas within AUlVl-reduction levels
analyzed in the EIS that accompaniecl the RMP. BLM stated that its EA tiers to
the RMP EIS and incorporates it by teference.rei,

Upon review of the EA and Appendix O, ALJ Holt concluded that Appendix O
"provides the requirecl cumulative impact analysis that the lappellants] claim is
defi.cient."r00 ALJ Holt specifically referenced BLM's explanation that the AUM
reductions analyzed in the EA, in addition to those implernented or proposed in
other grazing permit renewal actions, would be within the AUl\{ reductions BLM
analyzed in the final EIS for the Rn'{P.re7 The appellants do not allege error in the
AIJ's conclusion that the reductions directed in BLI\'I's decisions were contemplated
and analyzed in the Ri\{P EIS, nor do they show erl'ol in any part of BLM's analysis
in Appendix O. They also have not shorvn that BLNI ignorecl reasonably foreseeable
actions that it should have addressed in its cumulative effects analysis. We
therefore find no basis to reverse ALJ Holt's finding that BLM took a hard look at
the socioeconomic effects of BLM's decisions.

b. BLM Took a Hard Look at the Intpacts on Wildfire Management

The appellants allege that BLM violated NEPA by failing to consider "the
potentially devastating lire'rclated impacts associated with reduced grazing on the
Allotments.'1e8 The appellants explain that grazing benefits wildfire management
by removing fuels that help wildfires spread.ree According to the appellants, by
reducing grazing, BLM is increasing the risk of impacts fi'om wildfi.rss.2Oo

As ALJ HoIt observed, BLI\{ considered. the lelationship between grazing and
wildfires when it considered whether to analyze an alternative action that uses
grazing for wildfire management.lor BLM acknowledged that livestock glazing can
reduce fine fuels and therefore reduce wildfire impacts.zo2 But BLM also recognized
that certain variables-including climate, biology, and livestock management-
affect the success of using grazing to decrease wildfire impacts, and studies suggest
that grazing may play a lesser role than other variables do in affecting wildfire

ts$ Id. at 33 n.2.
rec C'L Order at 19i see Swisher Orcler at 19 (same)
Ir,7 C'L Order at 19i Swisher Order at 19.
res SOR at 47.
rss Id.
20o Id.
20r C'L Order at ZOi Swisher Order at 19'20.
202 EA at 22, 23.
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behavior.zO3 As we ah'eady found, the appellants have not shown errol'in the ALJ's
and BLIU's factual conclusions with respect to the relationship between grazing and
wildfire management on the Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments.

In a few places in the EA, BLM further considered the effect of grazing on
wildfiles and the consequent indirect effect on certain resources. For example, BLM
explained that livestock grazing can iead to decreased biodiversity, which may Ieacl

to the proliferation of fine fuels, which maf increase the frequency of wildfire.20l
Also, BLN{ found that grazing has little influence on juniper encroachment other
thtrn the indirect effect of removing fine fuels that support the spread of wild{ire,
which may eliminate certain juniper.2Oii And BLI\{ considered wildfires in its
analysis of the cumulative impacts of the alternatives, listing specific wildfires as
past "actions" with an incremental cumulative irnpact on the resour.'ces it analyzed,
including vegetation, soils, and wildlife.20ti

Considering BLi\{'s reasoned anall.sis, we find that the appellants have not
shown error in the ALJ's conclusion that BLN{ took a hard look at the effects of
reduced grazing on wildfire management. BLI\{ examined the connection between
gr.azing and wildfires in several parts of its EA and explained the limitations on its
analysis due to the variables involved in wildfrre management and the purpose of
the proposed action to renew grazing permits. Furthermore, the appellants have
not shown that BLM failed to consider reasonably foreseeable actions-including
future reductions in grazing in the area-in the cumulative effects analysis. We

therefore affirm the ALJ's finding that BLM took a hard look at the effects of
grazing on wildfire management.

utl See id. at 22 ("The [studyl team concluded that much of the area involved in
these fires burned under extrerne fuel and weathet'conditions that likely
overshadow livestock grazing as a factol influencing fine fuels and thus fire
behaviorJ') ,24 (lLjandscape-scale fuels treatment through livestock grazing has

limited application within the sagebrush/bunchgrass vegetation types in the
Owyhee River Group allotrnents, a landscape with few large'or connectecl areas

clominated by annual species or grazing[']tolerant introduced perennial glasses").
20t Id. at 66.
20i [61. at 99, 108, 309, 315, 321.
206 See, e.g., id. at 109-11, 316-17 (identifying specific wildfires as past and present

actions in the analysis of cumulative effects on vegetation resources)i id. at 722-23,

329, 342.43 (cumulative effects on soils considering the impacts of wildfires and fire
suppressioil; id. at 183, 350 (cumulative effects on wildlife habitat considering
impacts of wildfrres).
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TaS,lor Gt'azing Act ,4t'guments

The appellants argue that BLI\'I violated the TGA and implementing
regulations by failing to consider'r'ange improvements as "appropriate action" under
the regulations, by failing to take action only on the pastures within the Allotments
where Idaho S&Gs were not met, and by failing to transfer the decreaee in active'
use AUl\,Is to suspended AUMs.zo7

[+] In the TGA, Congress granted BLM, as the delegate of the Secretary of
the Interior, discretion "to regulate theI occupancy and use" of public lands in
grazing districts, which "are chiefly valuable fol grazing ancl raising forage crops";
"to preserve the land and its resources from destruction or unnecessary injury"i and
"to provide for the orderly use, improvement, and development of the range[.]"roa
Under the Department of the Interior's regulations, an ALJ and this Board may not
set aside a BLM grazing decision if it is "reasonable" and "l'epresents a substantial
compliance" with BLM's regulations.20e fhlough this regulation, "the Department
has considerably narrowed the scope of review of BLM grazing decisions by an
[ALJ] and by this Board, authorizing reversal of such a decision . . . only if it is not
supportable on any rational [asie."210 The burden is on the appellant to show that
BLM's decision is not reasonable or that it violates BLM's regulations.zll

1. BLM Did Not Violate BLI\{'s Grazing Regulations By Not Considering
Range Improvements as "Appropriate Action"

BLM's regulations provide that when BLM determines that "existing grazing
management practices or levels of grazing use on public lands are signifi.cant factors

207 SOR at 64-57 ,60.68.
208 43 U.S.C. SS 315, 315a (2012); .see BLIW v. WWP,191 IBLA 144, Llg (zou)'('The
management of public lands pursuant to the TGA is committed to BLM's broad
discreiion )'); Caivin Yarclley'-v. BLIul123 IBLA 80, 89 (fg9Zflimplementation of the
TGA "is committed to the discretion of the Secretary of the Interior, through his
duly authorizecl representatives in BLM").
2oo 48 C.F.R. S 4.480(b).
2to Thomas E. Smigel v. BLIV,155 IBLA 158, 164 (ZOOtfo", e BLIiI v. W'W?
191 IBLA. at 179-80i Calvin YardleS',123 IBLA at 90.
ztt See Thonas E. Smigel v, BLIW 155 IBLA. at 164 ("If a decision determining
grazing privileges has been reached in the exercise of administrative discretion, 'the
appellant seeking relief therefrom bears the burden of showing by a preponderance
of the evidence that the decision is.gnreasonable or improper."') (quotirg Jeny KellS,
v. BLM 131 IBLA 146, 151 (rgg+))!'cr lvin I'ardley., tigGu at ito ("Tf,e burden is
on the objecting party to show that a decision is improper.").

z) GFS(MISC) 23(2017)
aa) GFS(MISC\ 28(19e2)
bb) GFS(MrSC) 21(2001)
cc) GFS(MISC) 61(lee4)
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in failing to achieve the standards and confornr with the guiclelines" BLIU develops
for grazing administration-here, the Idaho S&Gs-BLNI must "take applopriate
action as soon as practicable but not latel than the start of the next glazing
year."2l2 The regulations define "appropriate action" as "implementing actions"
pursuant to several subparts ofthe BLM grazing regulatious, inciuding a subpalt
that governs range improvements, "that will resnlt in significant progress toward
fulfillment of the standards and significant progress toward confolrnance with the
guidelines."!13 AFpl'opriate actions include, among othel activities, "r'ange

improvement activities such as vegetation manipulation, fence construction ancl

development of water."2l'l One of BLM's grazing regulations states that range
improvements "shall be installed, used, maintained, and/ol rnotlified on the public
lands, or l'emoved from these lands, in a manner consistent with multiple-use
managemerr1."215

ALJ Holt disagleed with the appellants' interpretation of the grazing
regulations. First, ALJ Holt found that the rangeland health regulations do not
require BLM to use range improvements in every instance.2ls Reviewing the plain
Ianguage of the regulations, ALJ HoIt observed that the only prescriptive language
is the direction to take appropriate action.2re Otherwise, the regulations allow BLl\{
discretion to decide what action to take and, in particular, whether to use range
improvements.220 ALJ Holt concluded that BLM did not violate its grazing
regulations by not including range improvements.2!l

2t2 48 C.F.R. g  180.2(c).
!t:t Jd.: id S 4120.3 (Range improvements)
2tL Id. $ 4180.2(c).
zti' Id. S 4120.3-1(d.
216 SOR at 54.
2rl Id.
21n C'L Order at 13i Swisher Order at 12.
zto g'l Order at 13i Swisher Order at 12.
220 C'L Order at l3i Swisher Order at 13.
221 C'L Order at 13i Swisher Order at 13.
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The appellants assert that, having determined that grazing is a significant
factor in the Allotments' failing to achieve standards and conform to guidelines,
BLI\{ was required to consider implementing range improvement projects as an
"appropriate action."zl6 The appellants argue that by failing to considel lange
improvements as an appropriate action and failing to provide a rational basis for
finding that range improvements would not achieve standards ot conforrn to
guidelines, BLM violated its regulati6ns.2IT
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On appeal, the appellants argue that AIJ Holt erred by finding only that
BLIU did not need to implemenf,range improvementsl even if BLM declined to
irnplement range improvements, the appellants assert that BLM still needed to
consider them and explain why it chose not to implement them.222

In the EA and in declarations supporting one of BLM's motions for summary
judgment, BLM and its staff affirmatively state that BLM "did not consider range
improvemsnf,s."22i) BLM also explained why it did not consider range
improvements. For exarnple, one of BLM's declarants explained that "BLM would
not be able to effectively analyze ancl consider range improvements as part of the
[NfpA. Permit Renewal (NPR) Team] effort" for several reasons: BLM had limited
tirne to renew grazing permits on mole than 60 allotments-including the
Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments-that are subject to a deadline in a
Stipulated Settlement Agleement filed in courti BLM was engaged in a
contemporaneous effort to amend the National Sage'grouse RMP, which could
result in restrictions on range improvement projectsi many range improvements
have already been constructed on a majority of the allotmentsi the renewal of
grazing permits does not require consideration or construetion of new
improvementsi many pelmit renewal applications did not request new
improvementsi and BLM could consider range imprnovements in lhs fufrus.z2r

Consistent with ALJ Holt's reading of the grazing regulations, we find that
BLN,I was not required to consider range improvements. Neither BLM's regulations
nor the Idaho S&G direct BLN{ to consider implementing range improvements in
ever.y case. In fact, the guidelines in the Idaho S&G specifi.cally limit the use of
range improvements to those situations "where appropria1s."22i Given BLM's broad

222 SOR at 54-55.
223 Decl. of Loretta Chandler, FieldNlanager, Owyhee Field Office at 3, lJ 10
(Nov. 14, 2013) (Ex. 44 to BLMs Motions for Summary Judgment) fBLM did not
consider range improvements as part of the [NEPA Permit Renewal (NPD] Group 1

EA"); see Decl. of Jake Vialpando, Project Manager, BLM Idaho's NPR Team , at 2'3,

1[ 6 (Nov. 14, 2013) (Ex. 13 to BLM's Motions for Summary Judgment) (BLM
decided that range improvement projects would not be considered during the permit
renewal process); EA at 25 ("No new project construction or reconstruction is
considered within any alternative of this NEPA doeument.").
22r Decl. of Jake Vialpando at2-3, fl 6'7; seeDecl. of Loretta Chandler at 3'4,
1[ 10'13 (explaining the same considerations identified in ]Ir. Vialpando's
declaration).
225 Idaho S&G at 8 ("Guidelines direct the selection of grazing management
practices, and where appropriate, livestock management facilities to promote
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discretion to manage grazing, BL[,I may choose when it is appi'opliate to consider
implementing range improvements. As ALJ Holt statecl, r'ange improvements "are
just one of several tools BLI\'I rlZty us9."226

We conclude that the appellants have not established that BLM violated its
grazing regulations. Accordingly, we find no errol in ALJ Holt's decision on
summaty judgment with respect to BLM's considetation of range improvements as

appropriate action.

2. BLI\{ Did Not Violate the TGA by Failing to Take Pasture'Specific
"Appropriate Action"

In the Hearings Division before the ALJ, the appellants argued that BLM
violated its grazing regulations by adjusting the level of glazing use on pastures
within the Allotments that were meetirtg, or making significant progress tolvards
meeting, rangeland health standards.!2i The appellants arguecl that BLi!'I was
required to implement a pasture'specific management system by adjusting grazing
use only on the public lands in those pastures that rvere not meeting standalds and
maintaining the existing use on the public lands in pastures in which BLM
determined that a1l standards were met or livestock grazing was not a significant
factor in not meeting the standalds.22n According to the appellants, a pasture-
specific management systern would result in no reduction of glazing use in two
pastures in the Castlehead'Lambert Allotment and two pastures in the Swisher
Springs Allotment.22e ALJ HoIt rejected the appellants' argulnent because the
appellants identified no legal authority to support their clairn, allotment-level
changes are consistent with the grazing regulations, and lirniting BLI\{ to pasture'
specific action "would deny BLN,I the discretion it neecls to manage the public
l3nds."!30

On appeal to this Board, the appellants algue that ALJ Holt erred by
rejecting their argument for a pasture'specific management legime.2;,1 They flr'st
contend that ALJ Holt erred by misreading the Board's decision in Sntigel v. BLII'I

significant plogress toward, or the attainment and maintenance of. the
standards.").
226 C'L Order at 13i Swisher Order at 13.
22i SOR at 60.
228 Jd.
221' Id.
230 C-L Order at 15'16 (citing Thomas E. Smigel v. BLIV,155 IBLA at 164); Swisher
Order at 15 (citing Thomas E. Smigel v. BLM,155 IBI"A at 164).
23r SOR at 60.
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to grant BLM "absolute discretion" to manage the public lands "'at whatever level
[of grazing] it considers best."'232 The appellants contend that although the Board
in Smigel acknowledged that BLM has broad discretion to manage Federal range
Iands, that discretion is "bounded by a standard of reasonableness," and "a BLM
decision will be upheld only if it is'reasonable and substantially complies with
Departmental grazing regulations."'233 But in his conclusion, ALJ Holt described
BLM's discretion consistent with the Board's case law, including Smigel. He
concluded that BLM did not violate its regulations by making allotment-level
decisions and that requiring pasture'specffic management "would deny BLM the
discretion it needs to manage the public lands.D23l We do not read ALJ Holt's
language as finding that BLM has "absolute discletion."

Second, the appellants argue that the gtazing regulations support their
interpretation of BLM's obligation to implement pasture'specifi,c action. Disptrting
ALJ Holt's finding that they did not cite any authority for their position, the
appellants refer to 43 C.F.R. $ a180.2(c), "standards and guidelines for grazing
administration," which they say indicates that reducing grazing is not "appropriate
action" unless BLM finds that grazing was a factor in failing to meet the grazing
standards and guidelinss.2si, The appellants assert that this regulation cloes not
refer to allotments but to "public lands," and in this case, the only "public lands"
where grazing was a factor in failing to meet the standards and guidelines are those
public lands within certain pastures, not all of the public lands in the allotments.2Bc
The appellants also cite 43 C.F.R. S 4110.3'2(b), "Decreasing permitted use," which
specifres the situations in which BLM must "reduce permitted grazing use or
otherwise modify management practices," specifically, when gtazing use is not
consistent with the regulations, is causing an unacceptable level or pattern of
utilization, or exceeds the livestock carrying capacity.2si The appellants contend
that BLM's decision to reduce glazing on public lands where standards and
guidelines are met is not supported by the regulations and therefore is
unleasonable, arbitrary, and capricious.2;]8

232 Id. at 61 (quoting C'L Order at 15i Swisher Order at 15).
233 Id. (quoting Thomas E. Smigel v. BLM,155 IBI"A at 164).
23r C'L Order at 15'16i Swisher Order at 15.
235 SOR at 61'62 (citing 43 C.F.R. $ 4180.2(c) ("The authorized officer shall take
appropriate action . . . upon determining that existing granng management
practices or levels of gtazing use on public lands are significant factors in failing to
achieve the standards and conform with the guidelines that are made effective
under this section.")).
2;tc Id. at 62.
237 Jd.
2:r8 Jd.
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We disagree with the appellants'interpretation of the regulations. While
these two regulations specifl,when BLM must recluce or modif.v permitted grazing,
they do not prohibit reductions and modifications in other circumstances, and they
do not identify an exclusive list of situations warranting a modification of grazing.
In fact, BLI\i['s regulations identify other- situations in which a modification in
grazing may be appropriate, including when "needed to manage, rnaintain or
improve langeland productivity, [or) to assist in r-estoring ecosystems to properly
functioning conditior1."23l) BLM may also {ind it appropriate to modify grazing to
rneet the objectives of the governing land use plan.z.to Furthermore, although BLI\{
assessecl the public lands on the Allotments on a pasture'specific level,2'll the
regulations clo not require pasture-specific managernent. Incleed, BLM's regulations
implementing the TGA contemplate managing grazing at the allotrnent level.212

For the Castlehead'Larnbert arrd Srvisher Allotments, BLN'I explained its
decision to manage the trmc.runt of grazing on an allotment level, while still
accounting for the lesoul'ce conclitions on specific pastures. In its grazing decisions,
BLI\{ explained that it "initially set seasons of use necessary to protect resources,
and then designed a workable grazing scheme arouncl those seasons specific to each
pasture."2l:] BLi\f set the stocking late for "the rnost limiting pasture" and then "in

23$ 43 C.F.R. S 4110.3.
2t0 See 43 U.S.C. $ 1732(a) (ZOf Z) (requiring BLi\{ to manage the public lancls "in
accordance with the land use plans"); 43 C.F.R. S 4100.0'8 (requiring BLNI to
manage livestock grazing on pubiic lands "in accordance with applicable land use

plans"); -qee. e.g.. EA at 97 ("Passive management through irnplernenting proper
grazing managernent practices that support uraintenance and l'ecovery-of large
deep'rooted perennial bunchgrasses would help achieve lOwyhee RI\{P] objectives to
implove unsatisfactory and maintain satisfactoty vegetation condition.").
2rr Slee generalll'RHA, Castlehead'Lambert Aliotrnent and Swisher Allotments
(January 207D.
!t2 $ss, e.g.,43 C.F.R. SS 4100.0-5 (defining Nlotnent as "an area of land
designated and managed for grazing of livestock," Allotment nanagenent plan as a

documented program for managing livestock grazing on specified public lands, and
Permitted use as folage allocated for livestock grazing in an allotment). 4110.3'3
(authorizing closure of allotrnents or portions of allotments in certain situations),
4130.3'1(a) ("The authorized officer shall specify the kind and number of livestock,
the period(s) of use, the allotment(s) to be used, and the amount of use . . . for ever'!'

grazing permit"); see also Idaho S&G at 8 ("Grazing management practices and
facilities are irnplernented localll', usualll'on an allotment or watershed basis").
2 13 C'L Final Decisions at 18i Swisher Final Decision at 15i .sec EA at 37
(Castlehead'Lambelt), 59 (Swisher) (explaining that the season'basecl alternative
would authorize periods of grazing "specific to sage-grouse habitats, upland
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its discretion decided to maintain that number of livestock on the other Fflstures."2'l't
The BLM Field Manager ftrrther explained as follows:

Theoretically, I could have adjusted livestock numbers on each
pasture so that, as was suggested in protests, BLN{ maintained a
constant 10 acres per AUM stocking rate. However, such variation of
cattle numbers by pasture during the season would have created
signifi.cant management concerns for . . . the permittee and for BLM,
and it would certainly have required BLM to increase rnonitoring and
compliance checks at a time of declining budgets. In addition, the
increased intensities of use that would have resulted from the higher
stocking rates would have reduced the certainty that this decision
would be effective in meeting short and long term objectives.
Accordingly, I decided against this approach.[2ri]

In this way, BLM managed the Allotments for a discrete number of cattle
throughout the seasons. We find that this approach is both a reasonable exercise of
BLM's discretion and consistent with the regulations.

We therefore aglee with ALJ Holt that the appellants have not identified any
Iegal authority for their position that BLM was required to manage each pasture of
the Allotments individually, and the appellants have not shown error in the ALJ's
decision.

3. BLM Did Not Violate the TGA by Failing to Suspend Excess AUI\{s

In selecting the season-based alternative, BLM reduced the nurnber of
permitted AUMs on the Allotments. The final decisions for the Castlehead-Lambert

perennial vegetation communities, or riparian resources present within each
pasture").
2-rr C'L Final Decisions at 18i see also Swisher Final Decision at 15 ("Once BLI\I set
the livestock numbers on pastures 1 and 3 [(the most limiting pastures in the
allotment)l during the more restrictive years, BLM in its discretion decided to
maintain that number of livestock throughout the grazing rotation."); EA at 38
(Castlehead'Lambert), 59 (Swisher) (setting the stocking rate for the pasture most
limited by the number of cattle and duration of scheduled use under the season'
based alternative).
2r5 Notice of Field Manager's Final Decision to 06 Livestock Company, Castlehead'
Lambert AllotuiOnt at 18'19 n.16i Notice of Field lVlanager's Final Decision to
Maestrejuans, Castlehead'Lambert Allotment at 18 n.16i see Swisher Final
Decision at 15'16 n.14.
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Allotrnent reduced the active-use AUMs from 3,244 to 2,101,2 16 and the fina1
decision for the Swisher Allotments reduced the active'use AUMs from 348 to
270.217 On appeal to the ALJ, the appellants argued that the decrease in active-use
AUMs should have been converted to suspended AUMs.2 tn AIJ HoIt rejected this
argument. He concluded that the regulations expressly allowed BLM to reduce the
permitted use because "'existing grazing management practices or levels of grazing
use on public lands are significant factors' in the allotment failing to achieve the
Idaho S&Gs."'2're ALJ Holt also concludecl that "BLM could not have properly
transferred the cancelled use to suspended use because the reduction did not result
fi'orn the tcmpolary situations described" in 43 C.F.R. S 4110.3'2(a)-specifically,
drought, fire, or othel natural causes, or to facilitate installation, maintenance, or'

rnodification of range improvements.s;0

In their appeal to the Board, the appellants concede that the ALJ's conclusion
about the application of 43 C.F.R. S 4110.3'2(a) "is corlect as a techni.^1 *"1.1s1."2'11

Nevertheless, the appellants argue that the AIJ's affirmance of BLI\'['s decision to
cancel the r.educed AUMs was incorrect "because BLM's effective elimination of the
ver.y concept of Suspended use conttadicts the Taylor Grazing Act, as confirmed by
U.S. Supreme Court plecedent."252 The appeliants contend that by "permanently

reduc[ingJ permitted use overall rather than reducing active use and transferring
those AUI\{s to suspended use," BLM is refusing to recognize a "common sense

approach to protecting both the rancher and the range," in violation of the TGA's
mandate to adequately safeguard grazing privileges.s:r

The appellants lefer specifically to the 2000 Supleme Court case of Public
Lands Council v. Babbitt,25r in which the Supreme Court rejected a challenge to
three changes BLM made in the grazing regulations in 1995. One of those

2{G C-L Final Decisions at 13'15.
2r? Swisher Final Decision at 11'12.
2'r8 Slee C'L Orcler at 16 (describing the appellants' argument that, "[a]t a minimum
. . . BLM should have moved the cancelled AUMs into'suspended' status rather
than canceling the AUN{s entirely")i Swisher Order at l'5 (same).
2rg C-L Order at L7 (citing 43 C.F.R. $ 4110.3'2(b); source of quote not identified,
but possibly referring to EA App. I - RHA Determination for Castlehead Lamhert
Allotment at 19); Swisher Order at 16 (same, possibly referring to EA App. Ii - RHA
Determination for Swisher Allotments at 15).
2io C-L Order at 17; Swisher Order at 16'17.
25r SOR at 63 n.20.
2i2 [61.
253 Reply at22 (citing 43 U.S.C. S 315b QOtil).
25r b2g U.S. 228 (ZOOO).
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regulatory changes revised the definition of "grazing preference" to eliminate
reference to a number of AUMs and added a definition of "permitted use" that refers
to the forage allocated in land use plans.255 The Public Lands Council and other
petitioners argued that this change in definitions, which defines a grazet's
privileges in relation to land use plans, thleatened the stability and economic
viability of their ranches ancl therefore violated the mandate in section 3 of the TGA
to "adequately safeguard[" grazing privileges.2s6 $sgffsn 3 provides in relevant
part as follows:

. . . So far as consistent with the pulposes and provisions of this
subchapter, grazing privileges recognized and acknowiedged shall be
adequately safegualded, but the cr,eation of a grazing district or the
issuance of a permit pursuant to the provisions of this subchapter shall
not create any right, title, interest, or estate in or to ths ]6nds.[eri7l

The Supreme Court disagreed with the petitioners. The Court observed that
section 3 of the TGA "qualifres the duty to 'safeguard' by referring directly to the
Act's various goals and the Secretary [of the Interior]'s efforts to implement
tr[gs1."258 Accordingly, the Court read section 3 as "granting the Secretary at least
ordinary administrative leeway to assess 'safeguard[ingJ'in terms of the Act's other
pulposes and provisions," which include not only "'stabiliz[ingl the livestock
industry,"' but also "'stop[pingl inlury to the public grazing lands by preventing
overgtazing and soil deteriol'ation,"' and "'plovid[ing] for th[e] orderly use,
improvement, and development'of the public range."25e

But signi{icant to the appellants, the Supreme Court allowed for the
possibility that future application of the new regulations "might arguably lead to a
denial of grazing privileges that the pre'1995 regulations would have provided," and
in that event, the affected grazing permittee could challenge the effect of the
regulations on the permittee's grazing privileges.2G0 11 a concurring opinion
emphasizing this point, Justice O'Connor observed that if a permit holder fi.nds that
a specific application of the 1995 reguiations "deprives the permit holder of grazing
privileges to such an extent that the Secretary's conduct can be termed a failure to

2i,'"' Id. at 74O.
256 Id. at 74L.
zdfi 43 U.s.c. s 315b (ZOLZ).
zn8 529 U.S. at 74L-42.
26s Id. at 742 (quoting 48 Stat. 1269 (June 28, 1934) (purpose of TGA)).
260 Id. at 744.
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actequately safeguard such privileges, the permit holder may bring an as-applied
challenge to the Secretary's action at that f,i6s."261

Here, the appellants argue that BLM's refusal to convert the reduced AUN{s
to suspended AUMs "effectively destroy[s] the distinction between Permitted use
and Suspended use" and therefore allows the appellants to bring an as-applied
challenge to the grazing regulations.26'r The appellants contend that BLM's refusal
to convert the AUMs "permanently diminishes the value of the privilege to the
individ.ual permittee"2c3 and "has a devastating impact on the capital value of a
ranchers' private land and associated pt'operty."26"l

But as the Suprerne Court instructed rn Public Land Council, "the ranchers'
interest in pelmit stability cannot be absolute" because the TGA grants the
Secretary-through BlM-discretion to determine "how, and the extent to which,
'grazing privileges' shall be safeguarded, in iight of the Act's basic purposes."2$5

Indeed, section 2 of the TGA directs the Secletary "to p,.eserve the land and its
resources from destruction or unrlecessary injury."2t;c And that is what BL1VI did
here: having found that current levels of grazing use are signifrcant factors in the
Allotments failing to achieve rangeland health standards, BLIVI followed the
mandate in 43 C.F.R. $ 4110.3'2 to "reduce permitted grazing use."2c7

2$t Jd. at 751.
262 SOR at 66.
263 Id. at 65i .qee id. at 68 (("[T]he ALJ Orctels erred in granting the BLM's
summary judgment on the point [impairment of grazing preferences under TGA],
given the disputed issue of rnaterial fact advanced throttgh the Brandt Declaration
that such failure would impair the Preferences at issue'")'
2$1 Id. at 67, -see Answer at 55 n.38 ("BLh,{ does not dispute the potential economic
impacts of reducing AUN{s.").
265 529 U.S. at 747-42.
266 43 U.S.C. $ 315a (20LD.
t$i 43 C.F.R. S 4110.3-2(b) ("When monitoring or field observations show grazing

use or patterns of use are not consistent with the provisions of subpart 4180

[Fundarnentals of Rangeland Health ancl Standards and Guidelines fol Grazing
Acl.ministration], . . . the authorized offrcer shall reduce permitted grazing use"); see,

e.g., C-L Final Decisions at 15 ("[f]ne affected . . . active use AUIVIs will not be

transferred to suspension, in conformance with regulatorl'dilection at 43 CFR

S 4110.3-2"); Swisher Final Decision at 12 (sarne): EA at 26 ("In accordance with
[the) regulation pertaining to reducing permitted use (aS CpR 4110.3'2),
alternatives that result in a reduction in active use AUI\{s to meet Rangeiand
Health Standards or make significant, progress . . . would be implemented by'
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Furthermore, 43 C.F'.R. S 4110.3-2, whieh was among the regulations that
BLM amended in the 1995 r'egulations, was not at issue in Public Land Council.268
To the extent that the appellants algue that BLM's application of $ 4110.3-2, Iike
the regulations at issue in Public Lands Council, affects their grazing preferences,
that is not true. In responding to the protests to its proposed grazing deeisions,
BLN{ explained that a reduction in AUMs to protect the environment "does not
cancel or impact a perrnittee's right to first priority in the receipt of a grazing
permit."26c BLM's decisions do not irnpact the "superior or priority position" of
06 Livestock Company and the Maestrejuans to "receiv[el a grazing permit" in the
future with respect to either of the Allotments,2?0 even though BLM did not place
the reduced AUMs in suspension.

For all of these reasons, we find that the appellants have not shown error in
the ALJ's decision that BLIVI properly reduced the permitted use and was not
required to transfer the reduced AUMs to suspended use.

We conclude that the appellants have not shown that the AIJ's Orders
violate the TGA or BLl\['s grazing regulations.

FLPIIIA At'guments

The appellants argue that BLM's decisions are inconsistent with the
governing land use plan, the Owyhee RMP,gTl and therefore violate FLPMA, for two
reasons. First, the appellants contend that the Owyhee RMP requires BLM to
either use range improvement projects "to achieve multiple use resource objectives
and meet standards for rangeland health,"272 sv to explain why range improvement
projects would not achieve objectives and standards, and BLM did neither.zT;l
Second, the appeilants claim that, because BLM's pasture-specific findings are
incorporated into the Owyhee RMP, BLM's refusal to implement pasture'specific
management is inconsistent with the RMP.2?r

reducing permitted use. Active use AUMs no longer available would not be
converted to suspension.").
26tt See 529 U.S. at 731 Gdentifuing the challenged regulations as 43 C.F.R.
$S 4100.0'5, 4110.1(d, and 41203'2).
26e Ql6sp 1 Protest Responses at 16 (attached to C'L Final Decisions)i Swisher
Final Decision at 46.
27o 43 C.F.R. S 4100.0-5 (defining "Gtazingpteferenceor prcfercncd').
2?r Owyhee RMP (Dec. 30, 1999) (BLNI Ex. Tab 4).
272 Id. at 24.
273 SOR at 59.
271 Id. at 62.63.
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1. BLI\{'s Grazing Decisions Must Be Consistent with the Governing Land Use
Plan

[S] f'lpUa requires BLIU to "rnanage the public lands under principles of
multiple use and sustained yield, in accordance with the land use plans" BLI\{
develops.275 BLM's grazing regulations echo this rnandate, specifying that livestock
grazing management actions must "be in conformance with the land use plan."276 A
management action is in conformance with a land use plan if it is "specifically
provided for in the plan, or if not specifically mentionecl, [is] cleally consistent with
the terms, conditions, and decisions of the approvod plan or plan amerxhnent."277
An appellant contending that a management actir.rn is inconsistent with a governing
land use plan under FLPN{A must shorv eu'or in BLi\'I's detet'rnination that its
action complies with the terms of the land use plan.z';tl

The governing land use plan in this case is the 1999 Orvyhee RN'IP

2. BLM Did Not Violate FLPMA by Faiiing to Authorize Range hnprovenrent
Projects

The Owyhee RMP directs BLIVI to "lplrovide for a.sustained level of livestock
use compatible with meeting other resource objectives."21e The RI\{P lists
13 "Nlanagement Actions and Allocations" to achieve this objective, including one

that directs BLM to "[u]se a minimal level of rangeland clevelopments (e.g., fences,
water. facilities) to adjust livestock grazing practices to achieve multiple use

resource objectives and meet standards for rangeland health."zuo The appellants
state that the AIJ erred by not finding that BLI\'I must either use rangeland
developments "'to achieve multiple use resoui-ce objectives aud meet standards for
rangeland health"'or explessly find that rangeland developments wouid not achieve
that objective or slnndal'd.281

ALJ Holt found that the Management Action the appellants cite is not a
mandatorl'requirement on everv allotment.2tt2 The ALJ wlote, "Range

improvements provide but one of severai possible management actions that BLN{

21n 43 U.S.C. $ 1732(d QOrz).
2'i6 43 C.F.R. S 4100.0-8.
2i7 Id. S 1601.0'5(b) (2005) (defining " Confot'ntitr- ot'confot'ntancd').
2;8 W'W?, f 91 IBLA, at 378'79.
27e Owvhee RMP at 23 (Livestock Grazing l{anagement Objective LVST 1).
280 Jd. at 24.
28r SOR at 59 (quoting Owyhee RMP at 24).
2tr2 C'L Orcler at 29'30; Swisher Order at 27.
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may use to meet its multiple use objectives under FLPMA and the standards for
rangelancl health.D283

We agree that BLM is not required to implement range improvements on
every allotment to conform to the RMP. As we noted earlier in this decision in
response to the appellants' argument that BLM violated its grazing regulations by

not considering range improvement projects as "appropriate action,"z8"t BLM has

broad cliscretion to manage grazing, including discretion to determine when it is
appropriate to consider implementing range improvements. The RMP provided
multiple ways for BLM to achieve the objective for livestock grazing management
ancl did not mandate any particular action.z8; As the Supreme Court has

lecognized", "a land use plan is generally a statement of prioritiesi it guides and
constrains actions, but does not . . . prescribe them."286 Furthermore, BLM
aclequately explained its decision not to consider incorporating range improvements
at the present time.2u7

Finally, BLM properly notes that the specific directive in the RMP to "[u]se a

minimal level of rangeland developments" "speaks to the entirc Owyhee Field
Office, ald thus when it says use a 'minimal' amount of range improvements, it
means to use a minimal amount across the entire Owyhee landscape, which totals
approximately 150 allotmentg."288 {6ssrdingly, adhering to the directive could
r.esult in few, if any, improvements on particular allotments like the Castlehead'
Lambert and Swisher Allotments, especially where there are already existing
improvements that must be maintained under the new 10'year permits.2se

zni C'L Order at 29'30; Swisher Order at 27.
28'r S:ee supra at Lg2IBLA 362.
zsit gss Owyhee RMP at ? ("This RMP focuses mostly on broad resource objectives

and direction. However, it also provides some activity level guidance and includes
some site specific decisions."), 23'25 (Management Actions and Allocations).
zsl /tle1'f611 v. Southetn Utah Wildet'ness Alliance,542 U'S. at 7L.
28i See supra at 192 IBLA 361.
288 Answet at 44.
2ss See C-L Final Decisions at 14, 16 and Swisher Final Decision at 12, 13 (requiring

maintenance of range improvements as condition of permits)i see alsoBA at 122
and 328 ("[n the Castlehead'Lambert and Swisher Allotments,] a variety of range
improvernent projects, such as spring developments, fences, cattle guards, and
troughs have been implemented across the landscape to aid in livestock grazing
management"), 124 (Table SOIL'5) (approximately 105 miles of fence and 34 water
developments in Castlehead-Lambert Allotment), 330' 3 1 (Table SOIL- 14)
(approximately 23 miles of fence and 5 water developments in Swisher Allotments).
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We therefore conclude that ALJ Holt did not err by not requiring BLM to
either use rangeland developments or expressl;' find that langeland developments
would not achieve multiple use resource objectives and meet standards for
rangeland health.

3. BLM Did Not Violate FLPN,IA b1' Pailing to Implement Pasture'Specific
1\{anagement

The appellants state that, "to the extent that [BLN'I's] rcfusal to abide by a
pasture'specific system contradicts the Ow5:hee RMP (i.e., b-v ignoring the pasture'
specific system used by FRH Determinations, which are incorporated into the
RI\IP), a pelmittee could argue that thele is a FLPI\{A violation as rvell."leo The
appellants do not identify where in the 1999 RI\,{P BL\,I incorpolated the 2012 RHA
Determinations, ancl the appellants do not seen to have alguecl to the ALJ that
BLI\{ violated FLPL,IA in this rnanner.2Or In his Olders, ALJ Holt clid not address
whether an allotruent-level glazing management system violates FLPN{A ancl found
only that BLI\{ is not required b}' its glazing legulations ttl manage grazing on a
pasture'specifrc level. 2e2

The appellants' passing reference to this theoretical algument is not
sufficient to show error in the ALJ's Orders. Fulthermore, as BLM states, the
Owyhee RMP directs BLI\'I to iclentify and document all impacts that affect the
ability of an allotment to meet the Idaho S&Gs, ancl if a standard is not being met
due to livestock grazing, to adjust "'allotment managemellt.'!'2erl Accordingly.
allotment'level management is consistent rvith the direction given in the Ow5'hee
RI\{P. We conclude that the appellants have not shown that BLN{ or the ALJ's
Orders are inconsistent with the governing RNIP, and they have not demonstrated a

FLPIVLA, violation.

2r)0 soR at 62.
2er Slee Associations' Response in Opposition to the BLl\I's l\Iotion for Summary
Judgment at 2L'2-o.
2e2 C'L Order at 15'16; Swisher Order at 15.
293 Answer at 49 (quoting Owyhee RNIP App. LVST'1 at 53 (restating the Idaho
S&Gs at 9)).
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CONCLUSION

The Permittees and the Associations have not shown an error of fact or law in
the AIJ's Orders granting summary judgment to BLM and dismissing the appeals.
Therefore, pru.suant to the authority delegated to the Board of Land Appeals by the
Secretary of the Interior,2e'l we a{Iirm the ALJ's Orders-

/s/
Silvia Riechel Idziorek
Administrative fudge

I conctrri

/s/
fames F. Roberts
Acting Chief Administrative fudge

!e{ 43 C.F.R. $ 4.1.
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